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Preface

EVERY DAY tholisands of aircraft of various types ace in the
ait. Most of these aircraft are a part of civil aviation. 'You
Will remember from other booklets in ybur AFJROTC
course that civil aviation includes all types of flying except
military flying. When we think of aviation other than mili-
tary, we usually think of the frying done by commercial
airlines. If we limit our thinking to commercial flights,
however, we will be only partly right, for civil aviation
includes not only the commercial airlines but also general
aviation. You undoubtedly are familiar with military lying
and commercial airline flying, b4t the term "general ,avia-
tion" may.6e new to you. This category of flying consists
of nonscheduled vying activities in business and agriCulture,
contract cargo transportation, industrial' aviation, flight
instruction, air taxi service, and recreation eying.

The growth of flying aotivity has increased. the'necessityr
for regulation of flying by the Federal Government. At the'
same time, it has,.of course, greatly increased the necessity
for improved facilities of 'every type. It has also made
imperative an effective air traffic control system. This
booklet, then, is concerned primarily with these broad
subject areas=the relationship between .civil aviation-and
the Federal dasdernment, the types, growth, development,
and status of both general aviation -and commercial airlines,
the major facilities provided for civil aviation, and' air
traffic control,

Some people argue that, despite the fact that aviation
is now more than 70 years old, air transpcirtation is still
in its infancy or at least that the full potential of air trans-
portation has not Nen realized. Certainly' civil aviatioc\
has grown by leaps and bounds since the close of World
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War II. Just how far it will go and the extent to which we
will depend in the future on air transportation remains to
be seen. But to anticipate the future and appreciate the
developments under way, we should, try to understand the
baCkground of civil aviation and its present status. ,
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Chapter I

The Government and
Pril, ate t% iation

THIS CHAPTER explains the need for Federal control over
civil aviation. A brief history of civil aviation is followed
by a section stressing the close cooperation between military
,and civilian air resources during World Wars I and II. Gov-
ernmental cooperation with civilian authorities is further dem-
onstiated by Project Beacon, the role of the civil reserve air
fleet, and the etsablishment of an international civil aviation
orgapization.'After you have studied this chapter, you should
be able to do the following: (1) tell haw civil aviation in this
'country worked together with the Government, 'especially
during wartime; (2) explain the role of the civil reserve air
fleet in the defense of our Nation; and (3) outline the main
areas of responsibility of the Federal Aviation Administration.

evil aviation includes all flying other than military, but our at-
tention usually focuses on the commercial airlines with their

cargo and passenger .services. Most people arc aware of ai
flying. Relatively few people, however, arc conscious of general
aviation which' includes private flying for business or pleasure as
well as such diverse activities as agricultural crop dusting, geologi-
cal prospecting, mapping, and highway traffic regulation. Yet gen-
eral aviation traffic is quite heavy and has compounded prob-
lems at some of the busier airports.



CIVIL AVIATION AND FACILITIES

During the years since the Wright brothers' first flight, civil
aviation has grown to maturity under the stimulus of War and
the paternal guidance of the Federal Government. Virtually every
contribution of research to military aviation is ultimately reflected
in the progress of civil aviation. At the same time, the Govern-
ment has directly and persistently fostered the growth of civil
aviation, particularly in the lean early years. Today the airlines
the most important component of civil aviationare on the point
of "financial independence.

Civil aviation is a major clement of aerospace power. A natiqn's
ability to use its airspace is measured by the density of its civil air
traffic. Civil aviation occupies an integral position in the larger
complex of national aerospace power and contributes in important
ways to the security of the nation.

Throughout the spectrum of aerospace power, technological de-
velopment and efficiency of the civil and military establishments
go hand in hand. Without the stabilizing influence of uniform
air navigational and communications facilities worldwide, without
the steady advance _in flight safety, and without the progressive
evolution of international agreements, regulations, rules ,pf
flight conduct, and ,regulatory agencies that establish a worldwide
opertaing code, today's crowded airspace would be completely,
chaotic.

_ BEGININGS OF AIR FRANSPORI Al ION

The flight of the Wright brothers in 1903 marked the dawn
of a new era in transportation." After the historic flight, the

Wrights continued to develop their invention. Practice brought
rapid progriiss, In Europe, Santos-Dumont, Henri Farman, Louis
Bleriot, (B1.1 HR-ce-oh) and others continued to experitnent and
improve aircraft. European enthusiasm was highlighted by the

establishment of international speed 'races at Rheims, where lead-
ing European governments offered prize:, for improved aircraft
engines. Rapid acceptance of the airplane in Europe is indicated
by the number of licensed pilots in 1911. In that year, there were
353 pilots in France, 57 in Great Britain, 46 in Germany,
32 in Italy, and 27 in Belgium In that same year, there were
only 26 licensed pilots in the United States.

Despite the small number of pilots in 1911, the United States'
interest in aviation was not completely lacking In 1908 the Army
Signal Corps cPntracted with the Wright brothers rot its first plane
Orville Wright was teaching Lt Thomas Selfridge to fly the aircraft
on 17 September 1908 when the ship went out of control. Wright

2
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THE GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE AVIATION

regained control too late for a smooth landing. When the plane
hit, Selfridge suffered a fractured skull. When he died a few hours
later, the Army lost its first military pilot.

The Wrights built another plane, "Aeroplane #1, Heavier-than-
Air Division, US Aerial Fleet," and trained Lts Frank P,. Lahm
and Frederic E. Humphries to fly. However, a crash on 5 iIovem-
ber 1909 destroyed the plane and the men were transferred
back to Artillery. The Army was left with neither a usable plane
nor I qualified pilot.

Flying activities were transferred to Ft. Sam Houston, Texas,
and on 2 March 1910, Lt Benjamin S. Foulois (F00 boy) began
taking flying lessonsby mail! His first flight was a solo flight, of
course, and until 1911, he was the Army's only pilot flying its only
plane.

By 1914 the United States was still behind most other major
nations in the field of aeronautics. Safely surrounded by oceans, the
United States felt no heed to compete with Europe in building up
the military aeronautical establishment. Because of the lack of public
'interest, money and planes were hard to get. Pilots were hard to
get and harder to* keep because flying was dangerous. Army avia-
tion finally received recognition in 1914. It was put on a firm
and permanent basis. The Army Aviation Act of 1914 created ..the
Aviation Section of the Signal Corps and authorized 60 officers'
and 260 enlisted men.

The Aviation Section expanded its organization, but it still licked
funds. By 1916 things had become so intolerable that, when the
lst. Aero Squadron pushed across the Mexican border to capture
Pancho Villa, the aircraft lasted only six weeks. The planes and their
replacements were unfit for field service. Thus, the strength of the
Aviation Section was reduced to 35 pilots and no aircraft suitable
for combat.

Civil interest in aviation was not completely lacking during the
lean, early years. American Glenn Curtiss, famed "fastest an on
earth," turned his interests from motorcycles to airplanes. He
went into business making flying machines. In 1910, Curtissi flew
an aircraft from New York City to Albany, New York, a remark-
able feat for the time.

In 1911 Calbraith Perry Rodgers completed the first continental
flight across the United States. His trip consisted of a series of
short hops Rodgers' actual flying distance was 4,251 miles. His
average flying, speed was 52 miles. per hour. The total time taken
from Long Island to Paxidena was 49 days, Aircraft repairs had
slowed him down, or he might have made the trip in 30 days

and won the Hearst $10,000 prize. Even though he 'did not win
the prize, he had made the flight without the aid of prepared

1 i



CIVIL AVIATION AND FACILITIES

landing fields, advance weather information, special instruments,
or adequate supplies or facilities. He had sttbwn the potential
of the airplane as a means of transportation in this country.

In 1914 the St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line made the
first attempt to operate a regular passenger service. The company
flew passengers across Tampa Bay in a Benoist (BEHN-oh-ist)
flying boat. There was a $5 charge for the 20 minute journey.
The line stayed in business 4 months and carried 1,200 passen-
gers. (See Figure 1.)

By this time the airplane itself had taken on the basic features
of the modern aircraft. The fuselage was enclosed, landing wheels
were added, and more efficient engines were installed. Improved
power plants enabled the pilots to climb higher, reaching altitudes
of 26,000 feet.

Yet both civil and military aviation growth in the United States
lagged behind the rest of the world. Thp lack of public support and
the lack of a clearly defined status for aviation caused this lag.
Until the outbreak of World War I the airplane was regarded as
of, potential use only for sporting or military purposes. The far
reaching effects of air travel had not yet been felt by civil or mili-
tary authorities much less by the general public.

From the advent of the airplane, until after World War I, the
Federal Government did little toward establishing rules and regulai

... .........

.4
--r-cee _ errN-..,_

Figur. 1 Bonorst Flying Boat
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THE GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE AVIATION

tiorts to govern aviation. As early as 3 March 1915, Congress
created the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. This
body, however, was not a regulatory agency. Its chief function
was to supervise and direct scientific study of the problems of
flight and to direct and conduct research and experiments in aero-
nautics. Whatever interest the Government had in aviation was
limited to military aviation until after World War I.

110R1 IS 111R I %ND %I It R

The achievements of Army ,aviation and the American aircraft
industry in World War I weft not as great as they should have
been. The task accepted by the Army air arm at the urging of
the Allies was beyond this country's capabihties. It was not pos-
sible to overcome in a brief 19 months the effects of almost a
decade of neglect %

America's air resources in April 1917 were indeed meager.
We had fewer than. 150 pilots and fewer than 25b planes. By
European standards none of thes\ e planes could be classifi&I as

yikmore than trainers The United ,States lacked plans . and pro-
grams fof biulding an air force that could fight in Europe More-

, over, the countjy even lacked the basic know_ ledge on which to
base such a program.

The id$,Aof planning for a war before it began was still new
to the Army, and it was also alien and repugnant to much of the
public. The United States had always begun its buildup after
hostilities started, and we followed this philosophy in World War I

and again in World War II '
We entered World- War I on 6 April 1917. Our allies asked

us to build a great armada of planes and send them to the front
The French asked us to provide 16,500 planes during the first
;ix months (f 1918. From 1913 through 1916, the American air
craft industry produced fewer than 1,000 military and civilianI
planes, now Army planners were asking for 22,000 military planes
in one year' ,

Americans envisioned great fleets of American planes turning
the tide of battle in Europe. Ample money was appropriated
but time had been lost and technology was inadequate. The,
11,000 planes we produced were designed by the BritIA How-.

. ever, Amirica did "produce the 420 HP Liberty engine The
Liberty e gine greatly improved aircraft performance and was
even use by European manufacturers

When mid War I ended, nearly 9,500 men were in the Air
Seryice I, urn the frantic dertiobilization of 1918-1919, almost
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CIVIL AVIATION AND FACILITIES

95 percent of these men were released to return to civilian life.
Many of these young fliers were happy to be home again,
but before long they became restless. Flying had been their life,
and they didn't want to give it up.

There were a few small commercial airlines being formed, but
these needed few pilots because most people were afraid to fly.
These former pilots had to buy their own planes if they wanted

t.
to fly. A few eked out a living by taking up ,thrill seeking pas-
sengers and by giving' flying lessons. A few others started small
airlines. .

Many became barnstormers. By putting on flying exhibitions
at county fairs, carnivals, or anyAere crowds gathered, they
publicized At viation. When World War I ended, few people had
ever seen '.7a plane, and most people feared or (disapproved of
aviation. Then came the. barnstormers who may not dave dispelled
the fears of the general public, but they certainly did create in-
terest in fliers and flying.

Still'the United States hesitated to recognize the "aeroplane" as
a potential passenger vehicle. Speed was nbt much greater by
plane than by train. Furthermore, public,interest had not yet been
sufficiently aroused.

Up to 1917 neither private American enterprise nor the Govern-
ment was ready to adopt any system of subsidized air transporta-
tion. But in March 1917, Congress, newly aware of the defense
value of the plane. granted the Post Office Department $100.
'000 for airmail transportation. Post Office officials had requested
such funds as early as 1911.,

The Post Office Department, with the help of Army 'pilots,L,
opened an airmail .route between Washington and New York. The
first flight took place on 15 May .1918. In Washington, the first
plane was loaded with four bags of mail, but it failed to start.
Its fuel tanks were empty. It was finally fueled with gas siphoned
from another plane at the airfield and took off But it got off
course and landed on a Maryland farm, 25 miles from Washing-
ton. The plane from New York to Washington made the trip
in 3 hours and 20 minutes. Airmail service was on its way.

This initial airmail service was uneconomical and caused consider-
able doubt concerning the potential of air transport. It was, there-
fore, in the face of much doubt and opposition that the Post
Office Department continued its pioneering efforts in air trans-
portation. Service was begun in 1919 between New York and
Chicago and extended to San Francisco the following year. (See

- Figure 2) In 1922 the Post Office Department took the unpre-
cedented step of airplanes and airports for night travel This step
was necesdary for airmail to compete with first class nail on trains.

I
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THE GOVERNMENT AVG PRIVATE AVIATION

By establishing beacon lights along the transcontinental run at
10-mile intervals and constructing emergency landing fields every
30_ miles, the Post Office established the ilr Id*s first lighted air-
way. On the lighted airway between Chicago, Illinois and
Cheyenne, Wyoming, the world's first regular night service was
started on I July 1924. Trzpscimtinental airmail service w soon
established with schedule times of 34 hours and 20 minut est-
bound, and 29 hours and 15 minutes eastbound.- This -and-
night airway from ccosi to coast became the central trunk of a
growing and spreading system of .regional branch lines. The airway
was later named the transcontinental route or Columbia Line.
We will see this airway again later in the section on air traffic'
control.

Though this day-and-night airway system had molded regional
lines into a national airway system, many problems remained to be
solved. No substantial progress had yet been made in aircraft
radio communications, adequate weather reporting, development
of an efficient aircraft, or methods of coping with bad weather
conditions.

The new lighting system brought a new scale of airmail rates-
100 per ounces up to 1,000 miles, 15e up to 2,000, and 200 Over
3,000 miles. Still, all-weather fly in was deemed necessary to meet
competition. Stubborn insistence on _-_wlatiler flying led to mount-
ing pilot fatalities. After a pilots' strike, a compromise enabled the

Figur* 2 First Transcontinental Air Mail Servit,
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CIVIL AVIATION ANb FACILITIES

local station manager, rather than an official in Washington, to
order or cancel a flight. After that, pilot fatalities dropped sharply.

By 1925 the Government considered opening airmail contracts-
to commercial carriers. The Kelly Air Mail Act of 1925 prOvided
an economic basis for the air transport industry. It provided for
the,transfer of air mail service to private operators, under competi-
tive bidding, for four years. The rate was fixed at not less than
100 an ounce.

This act readily attracted private capital, and a number of
airlines opened up during the Ijtter 1920s. In effect, the Gov-
ernment's awarding of contracts wording to the need of the com-
panies amounted to indirect subsidy. (Webster defines a subsidy
as "a grant by a government to a private person or company to
assist an enterprisee, deemed advantageous to the government.")
A subsidy may be an outright' gift, such as early railroad rights-
of-way, or it may be the amount paid in excess of the usual charge
or costs. The airline subsidy was indirect in that contracts were
awarded to keep companies in business, but those companies
were paid at the regular rates.

Congress went a step further. In the Air Commerce Act of
1926, Congress said ot was a responsibility of the Federal Govern-
ment to build, maintain, and regulate the airways without which
the air carriers could not have continued systematic operations.
Responsibility for the airways 144,i given to the Department of
Commerce.

The transatlantic solo flight of Charles A. Lindbergh in 1927
probably produced greater mass enthusiasmboAh here and
abroadthan any other event in the history of aviation. This feat
suddenly made Americans aware that perhaps the airplane was a
safe, speedy, and useful vehicle. As a result, more people now
wanted to discover the.{ thrill of flying. More important, business-
men began to consider aircraft building and flying as a profitable
investment. This led to a boom which brought 44 scheduled air-
lines into existence in 1929.

In May 1928, a number --of prominent industrialists formed
the Transcontinental Air Transport (TAT). Wright and Curtiss
Aircraft Companies and Pennsylvania Railroad held large interests.
Colonel Lindbergh headed the Technical Committee which mapped
out and organized the coast-to-coast route. This was the turning
point in the development, of civil air routes. Suddenly, emphasis
shifted to transcontinental routes and nation-wide systems Fur-
thermore, financial participation shifted to Wall Street Airlines
became big business with manufacturers such as Boeing and Cur-
tiss forming airline combines. Tbese combines fought for supre-
macy on the Columbia Line or transcontinental air route. The early

16



THE GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE AVIATION

airlines have changed, but they still survive today as the big four
(American, Eastern, TWA, and United). Moreover, their route
patterns mapped out between 1927 and 1930 remain the back-
bone of the country's air route structure. -

In the years immediately prior to the stock market crash of
1929, the airlincs4were well on their way to becoming big busi-
ness. When the national economy suffered during the depression
following the crash, the airlines suffered too, and the Government
had to help the airlines through the lean years. The Wall Street
collapse bro%ight disaster to many airlines and led to the passage
of the McNary-Watres Act of 1930. Under this act, the Govern-
ment encouraged the development of passenger traffic. Largely as
a result of this legislation, airline passenger accommodations im-
proved materially, and passenger traffic on domestic air routes
increased substantially. Of course, technological improvements of
the airplane and airways also helped increase the efficiency and
safety of air travel.

The airlines up to this time had depended on airmail pay-
ments for financial stability. But President Franklin D. Roosevelt
forced the airlines to turn to passenger and express revenue for
their main source of income when he drastically lowered airmail
payments. On 9 February 1934, he went a step further, he can-
celled all airmail contracts and had the Army fly the mails. The,
Army pilots were inexperienad in flying over vast stretches of
unknown territory and in bad weather. This was a period of
especially bad weather for which they were unprepared. Their,
casualty rate grew and so did the hopes of the airlines for air-
mail contracts. On 10 March 1935, all mail flights were cancelled.
Soon after, airmail contracts were again awarded to civil car-
riers who have carried the mail ever since.

Many teihnological advances had taken place since 1925. The
industry Was trying to create a plane, that could fly cheaply. Some
of the major technical advances made between 1925 and 1936
included the increase of wing loading and the development of mul-
tiengined planes, engine nacelles, cantilevered wings, and high oc-
tane gasoline. The first planes to incorporate all these features were
tha Boeing 247 and the Douglas DC-2 and DC-3 (Figs 3 & 4)
which made their appearance as air transports in the period from
1933 A,p 1936.

Equally important, the development and expansion of safe air-
ways during the 1930s made air travel more efficient.. The Gov-
ernment provided more revolving beacon lights, radio range and
broadcast stations, weather teletype service, and emergency fields.
Airway facilities were, in fact, about adequate for the flight re-
quirements of the period.
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Figur* 3. DC-2.

Still, an adequate volume of travel, essential to successful air
transportation, eluded the airlines. Too many people were afraid
to fly. News of spectacular air crashes _i_utilled even greater fear
into the heartS of many potential passengers.

The introduction of better equipment and improved air facilities,
which made flying safer, lessened people's fear of flying. The air-
lines had become safety conscious. This new consciousness led
them to accident research and investigation which disclosed me-
chanical and personal errors. They have continued to improve their
equipment and facilities, until today, air crashes are big news be-
cause they occur so seldom.

The Black-McKellar Bill- of 1934 assigned the Interstate Com-
merce Commission the responsibility of establishing the rate of
mail payments made to air carriers and recommended that a study
be made of commercial aviation. This bill forced th-e airlines to
compete for passengerbusiness. They used up-to-date advertising
methods and promotional techiques to make airline service more
attractive. They added many little extras to make the trip more
pleasantmeals, stationery, maps, picture postcards, newspapers,
magazines, blankets, first-aid medicines, and help in the care of
children. Many of these extras attract passengers today.

Figur. 4 DC-3

r.\
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Reduction in fares made air transportation competitive with
first -class Pullman rail travel. The price per passenger mile in
domestic air transport dropped from 12 cents a mile in 1929 to
an average of 5.4 cents in 1935 and 5.2 cents in 1938a level
maintained, with some fluctuations, well into the 1950s. This

. reduction in fares was partly due to increased efficiency of op-
eration and competition among air carriers, mail contraots also
played a role, they, permitted the airlines to distribute the costs
of operation over mail service and passenger transport.

Growth was not limited to passenger transport. Many busi-
nesses had discovered the value of air cargo transport. Those tech-
nical improvements that made passenger service more economical
and safer also improved cargo transportation.

In Europe, air transport had been recognized early as an im-
portant instrument of national policy and defense. In the United
States, the defense concept of civil aviation, while recognized early
and accepted in principle had never been as heavily stressed. This
concept was reviewed in the study conducted under the Air Mail
Act of t1934.

The study of commercial aviation led to -the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938. With its passage, one Federal statute and agency
were substituted for the several which had been regulating the
industry. The Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA) consisted of
three practically autonomous groups. a five -man Authority, which
dealt with economic and safety regulations, a three-man Air Safety
Board, for the investigation of accidents, and an Administrator,
Who was in charge of the development and operation of air navi-
gation facilities as well as general development and promotional
work. Organizational difficulties, duplication of activity, and dis-
sension, within the ranks of the Safety Board brought about a re-,
organization of the regulatory agency in 1940.

The Civil Aeronautics Authority was, in effect, split and pro-
vided the nucleus for two new organizations. The five-man Au-
thority liecame ihe Coil Aeronautics Board (CAB), to which

o was assigned the safety rulemaking function, the Administrator
was transferred to the Department of Commerce, where- he ex-
ercised his functions ahead of Civil Aeronautics Administration
(CAA). Hence the abbreviation CAA continued to be used.

After 1040, the CAA, under the Department of Commerce,
was to encourage aviatiod's development to fill the commercial
and defense needs of the United States. The 1940 reorganiza-
tion did not solve all the difficulties the CAA experienced. Rather,
the CAA underwent a series of small changes which eventu-
ally led up to the passage of the Federal Aviation Act in 1958

LI 0
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On the eve log the Second World War, the Federal Govern-
ment, on the premise of national interest, continued to provide
an element of direct aid for the transportation of mail. This aid
helped put the air industry on a financially sound basis. The sub-
sidy element in airmail payments was pn the whole less than the
subsidy paid in most countries. The value of this investment be-
came immediately apparent with the outbreak of World War
II on 7 Dece r 1941. .--/

CIVII 11 I 1 TRY\ 1\1) 1% 012I,I) 1% AR II

The airlines and general aviation made significant contributions
to the war effort. While contributions of general aviation were of
a largely aeronautical nature (except for the civilian pilot frothing
program 'and the Civil Air Patrol), contributions of the airlines
were on the whole more direct and immediate. The assistance of

. both were particularly notable in the critical early days of the
war when our.. military air power existed largely on paper. Among
the tasks performed by the airlines during World War II, the
most important are described below:

1. Provided the Armed Forces with transport aircraft. M the out-
break of war, the airlines turned over 324 aircraft, or half their
domestic fleet, to the military forces. These commercial airliners
formed the nucleus around which the Army Air Forces and Navy
were able to build their huge transport commands. In addition, the
airlines also delivered to the Armed Forces airplanes previously

. °Ode* for commercial use. Some of these planes were transferred
even before.Pearl Harbor.

Perhaps just as important to the successful prosecution of the
war was the healthy condition of the airline business,,at the out-
break of the war. Had the United States lacked sound, thriving,
and expanding commercial airlines, the aircraft industry would not
have been so technologically advanced oe,sconomically important
Even with this commercial stimulus, aircraft production was in-
adequate for the linmense military need's, and it was not until
several years later (March 1944) that the required top produc-
tion level was reached.

2. Supplied Icy personnel In addition to supplying the Armed
Forces with aircraft and crews, the airlines furnished the services
with many experienced executive personnel to set up and operate
the transport commands. These executives became the transport
command organization commanders, chiefs of staff, etc. Without
these top men, the gigantic wartime airlift operations described
above would not haye been achieved at so early a date.
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3. Supplied many technical services. When the war broke out,
the airlines were the Principal source of maintenance and repair
Personnel.. The military services turned to these technicians for
servicing, maintaining, converting, and modifying their aircraft:
They worked in both airline-operated and Government-controlled
repair shops. . .

4. Furnished contract flying service. The Armed Forces were not
able to perform all the flying functions demanded by the war
effort. The airlines filled the gip by supplying contract flying ser-
vice to the Air Transport Command (ATC) and Naval Air
Transport Service (NATS). These contract flying operations grew
remarkably between 1942 and 1945. ..--

5. Trained flying personnel. The airlines also'helped the war effort
by training, navigators, pilots, mechanics, and meteorologists for
ATC and NATS. In addition, private operators expanded their
facilities and trained thousands of fliers under the Civil Aeronau-
tics. Administration's Civilian Vilot Training Program. Together,
these students became they backbone of the Army, _Navy, and
Marine air arms.

.6. Provided airbase facilities. Civil authorities, in conjunction with
CAA, established airbase facilities for the use of both scheduled
and non-scheduled airlines in cities throughout the United States.
These formed the nucleus for' many military installations when ex-
pansion of such aviation facilities became vital for national defense.

7. Met demands of accelerated war business. Despite the tremen-
dous inroads made into the civil air transport fleet, the airlines le,
greatly speeded up the conduct of war business through commer-
cial airline' travel. Notwithstanding a forced cut of nearly half in
daily scheduled plane miles, the airlines in 1942 were able to
carry 82 percent of the last prewar year's number of passengers.
In 1944, the airlines carried 15 percent more passengers. This
was made possible by pushing up the hours aircraft were in use
from 6.5 hours to 11.5 hours a day in 1944. .

One of the most significant developments in domestic air cargo
transportation was the vastly increased use of air express. Air ex-
press poundmiles (a pound mile is carrying one pound one mile)

e increased fivefold and previewed the postwar potentialities of
cargo service.

POST-WORLD WAR U EFFECTS

The wartime advances made in the development of aircraft
and engines during World War I had a direct and beneficial
effect on civil aviation. Later, it was developments in civil air-
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craft that benefited military aviation. During Vvorld War II, scien-
tific and technological progress profoundly affected civil aviation.
Most significant was large-scale production and opertional use of
jet-propelled and rocket-propelled fighters and of guided missiles
by the Germans. This fore-Shadowed the coming of a revolu-
tionary new era in air transportation within a matter of years'.

Jet propulsion, radar, and other scientific and technological de-
velopments brought about improvements in equipment and air-
ways. These improvements aided the postwar expansion of civil
aviation.

During wartime, there had been a great demand( for air trans-
portation and airline travel. This demand continua during the
rapid demobilization following the war.

Both Government officials and airline executives were misled
by the heavy demand for air travel. They ordered more planes,
hired more personnel, and filed for new routes. When the demand
dropped, they found themselves in financial trouble.

To counteract the crisis, the airlines cancelled, their equipment
orders. This threw the production- industry into chaos. Highly
skilled engineers and other technologists were forced to leave
the aircraft industry because their jobs were eliminated. Ultimately,
both the aircraft industry and the airlines were threatened with
collapse, a condition which would have had disastrous" effects on
military aviation. .. ....

The period 1946-1947 was a rough one for the airline industry.
It was only through the creation of the CAA that the airline in-
dustry survived. As early as 1938, Congress had foreseen the dif-
ficulties an airline crisis would bring.

The CAA Act empowered the Civil Aeronautics Board to set
reasonable rates for airmail carriarryIn addition to granting higher
tempotary mail pay rates, the CAR also -approved some loans.
made to the airline industry by banks, insurance companies, and
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

By employing newer and more Thoroughly tested. equipment
and by takirig advantage of the improved airways, the airlines
Were able to increase the safety and regularity of their service.
The year 1950 saw the airline industry, achieve an unprecedented
safCty record when the passenger fatality rate was only 1.1 per
100 million passenger miles, flown. (Flying one passenger one mile::

equals a passenger mile). .
The airline passenger business showed a marked upturn in

1949, and by the latter part of the year, the' industry was out of
the red. In 1950, the, industry experienced its most successful
year, with all categories of traffic at ecord-breaking levels for
two years in a tow, the industry's profits were the greatest since
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the end of World War II. Domestic air carrier operating reve ues
exceeded the half-billion dollar mark for the first time, givi the
airlines a net profit of $63 million. About half of this profit ould
not have been possible without the $30 million mail subsidy.

The years since 1950 have seen a shift in the Nation's travel
habits caused by the increase in speed and in services. Planes
are now more comfortable and convenient, and public response
to these improvements has been remarkable. The airlines now ac-
count for more than 70 percent of all public domestic intercity
traffic. In the late 1950s, the airlines carried only about 35 per-
cent of this traffic. As passenger traffic as increased, the cost
of flying has gone down. Air travel an aerospace industries have
become "big business," accounting for a large pottion of our gross
,national product.

Because of the combination of improved equipment and en-
larged route systems, revenue ton miles have iucreased at the
rate of 13.1 percent each year since 1960. (A revenue ton mile
is hauling one ton of cargo one mile for which pay or revenue is
received). Not all of this growth tills been reflected in props.
Much of the airlines' money*is invested in capital outlays for re-
placing equipment: .

. In the yearsoince 1950 airline traffic has more than doubled,
and general aviation traffic has doubled several times. This has
led to a condition known as the "crowded air." Until 1958, the
CAA controlled civil aviation, and a number of other agencies
controlled military aviation. Often tlycre was little coordination be-
tween these agencies. This lack of coordination caused confusion
in the use of air lanes and culminated in a series of air crashes
in 1957-1958. In response to an aroused public, Congress en-
acted the Federal Aviation Act which created the Federal Avia-
tion Agency (FAA) and gave it the responsibility for regulating
all airwace over the United States and establishing a unified sys-
tem of air traffic control.

The establishment of the Federal Aviation Agency in 1958
brought together in one organization the Civil Aeronautics Author
tiy (CAA), the Airways Modernization Board and the safety-rule-
making function of the Civil Aeronautics Board. The CAB con-
tinued as an independent agency overseeing the economic as-
pects of the industry. Certain military personnel were assigned to
FAA to insure civil-military cooperation.

The FAA is headed by an Administrator appointed by the
resident with the advice and consent of the Senate. He must be

a civilian with aviation experience.
For the first time in the history of aviation the act assured coor-

dination and cooperation between civil aviation and the military
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services- It also provided for the assignment of military personnel
to posts within the Agency thus insuring military participation.

The FAA continued as an independent Governmental agency
from 1958 through early 1967. Then the Federal Aviation
Agency became the Federal Aviation Administration and it be-
came part of the Department of transportation. The current or-
ganizational structure is the result of all the previous efforts to
organize this complex and rapidly expanding area but by no
means is it the final and ultimate organizational solution. New
developments in the industry create new organizational needs and
the Government will adapt to these needs as they emerge. In
Chapter 3 we will discuss the roles of FAA and CAB in regulating
commercial air tra fic.

Throughout the history of aviation the Federal Government has
played a role. T e pioneering efforts of the Post Office Depart-
ment proved tha air travel could be both safe and efficient.
.During wartime t e Government saw how vital air power was to
our national defense. The Government helped the struggling air
industry in times of need and gave the boosts that the industry
needed to stay 4live. In turn as the air industry expanded it
brought growth t the national economy and promoted national
defense. Thus, the relationship has been one of mutual coopera-
tion. As higher performance aircraft come into use and as air
travel grows in opularity, Government regulation becomes more
and more vital to public safety and the orderly movement of
thousands of aircraft.

AVIATION SAFETY

The primary business of the FAA is aviation safety. The FAA's
vigorous prograni for the prevention and investigation of aircraft
accidents identifies human and physical hazards to flying and sets
standards for aircraft" manufacturers, maintenance practices, air-
crew training, and the management' of air traffic. Accident in-
vestigation findings contribute to the gtorehouse of knowledge
used in preventing future accidents. The FAA has found, that the
greatest problems in safety are people problems. Ei,en highly
skilled pilots, mechanig, and controllers sometimes become com-
placent in their attitudes toward safety. Many times job perform-
ance gets to be such a routine task that the experienced airman
exhibits a lack of sound judgement. In such a case people become
overconfident in their ability and attempt feats for which they lack
the skill and training, much like the overconfident automobile
driver who tailgates and weaves in and out of traffic. Many acci-
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dents are caused by ignorance regarding a particular ,aircraft and
changes in weather or by failure, to keep current on flight rules
and regulations.

People problems are much harder to cope with than physical
problems. When runways become damaged or a faulty mechanism
is discovered in an aircraft, the fault can be corrected quickly.
People, on the other hand, must be motivated to perform in a
safe manner. The FAA constantly solicits the support of aviation
personnel in maintaining safety standards and practices. The FAA
promotes, coordinates, and assists in conducting local and national
safety programs, but it is the efforts of private citizens that cause
the programs to succeed. Individuals, companies, and organiza-
tions are urged to adopt safety standards for themselves. These
standards can be maintained by participating in safety meetings
and special training sessions to update skills. FAA inspector spe-
ciplists are available .to explain the principal causes of accidents
and to discuss measures that can be taken to avoid them.

The law requires that all aviation accidents be reported to the
FAA. The formal report of an accident is submitted by the pilot
or other responsible person involved. Non-fatal light plane acci-
dents are routinely investigated by inspectors appointed by the
FAA. The inspector assigned&to" investigate a particular accident
is normally the FAA field representative located nearest the ac-
cident site. The inspector's actions include an on-site investigation
to,,,ey(amine the physical evidence and to take statements,from.:,,the
persons involved. The evidence obtained is forwarded to the Na-
tional Transportation Safety Board for evaluation. Iriformation ,per-
taining to the accident is analyzed and placed in computer storage
where it is compared with data from other accident reports to
determine trends in accideilleauses. This information is issued to
aviation personnel inieresttn the case and to others who may
be affected by similar hazards. in example of the uses made of
accident report information is inT'rtated in the following hypothe-
tical example:

Elmer Jones, 32 years old, is vice president of Central Banking
Company in Kansas City, Missouri. He handles large loan ac-
counts throughout the states of Kansas and Missouri and flies
his own twin-engine aircraft on frequent out-of:town trips. On
31 ,July 1973; he was landing at Kansas City International Air-
port when his left brake failed. The right landing wheel went off
the side of the runway causing the aircraft to turn sharply to the
right. The aircraft left the runway and the left wingrtip struck a
runway marker causing an estimated $650 damage to the air-
craft and $30 damage to airport property.

17
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Mr. Jones filed an accident report imm&liately, and the local
FAA einspeCtor, Mr.' Rogers, investigated. His findings confirmed
Mr. Jones' statements, however, he also found the cause for the
brake failure. Tile left brake cable had become frayed, and when
pressure was applied to the pedal, the cable came apart. A check
of the right brake cable showed that it too was badly frayed.
Further investigation revealed that Harry Black, the aircraft me-
chanic of Aviation Maintenance Contractors Inc., had been .the
last person to inspect the aircraft. MD. Black stated that he had
not 'looked at the brake cables but that the brakes had worked
perfectly.

Mr. Rogers, the inspector, found no other physical evidence
that would have contributed to the 'accident. He did find that
the aircraft ,had traveled more than 60 feet after the pildt, Mr.
Jones, discovered that the left brake was not functioning properly.
Mr. Jones, stated that he was in a burry to clear the runway and
believed that he could maintain directional control' by use of the
rudder, however, he misjudged the nearness of the runway edge.

The causes of this accident are quite clear and there were no
injuries. Mr. Jones' attitude toward safety was changed consid-
erably by this- event. He haci always Viewed safety as did, the old
time pilots of open cocltpit, fixed gear, fabricidvered planes who
said, "Any landing you can walk away from is a good one."
Mr. Black, the mechanic, had also learned a valuable lesson.
Yet, the case was not dosed at this point. When the Safety
Board checked the computer printout data, it was found that two
other aircraft of the same make and model had experienced recent
brake failures. The manufacturer was contacted immediately, and a
check was made to determine how many aircraft had been sold
with this type of brake cable. The buyers of every one of these
airplanes were traced, and the cables were replaced at the manu-
facturer's expense.

Many minor accidents are much more serious and complex 'than
our example. However, it illustrates the importance of aviation
safety and how the 'FAA is instrumental in using accident investi-
gation results to make air travel safer for all.

All commercial air carrier accidents and fatal light plane acci-
dent's receive the special attention of the Safety Board. The Board
maintains a team called a Go;Team that is made up of safety
investigators (usually 10 members or less) who stay ready to pro-
ceed to the site of major accidents. These men are experts in
accidpt investigation and at the accident site, they may work
from 5 to 10 days to gather facts which they present to the Safety
Board forevaluation.

1
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In addition to accident investigation, the Safety Board makes
recommendations to Congress and agencies of the Government
concerning safety matters. Board employees make special studies,
conduct public hearings, and provide useful information to the
public through the press.

It should be remembered that the goal of accident investiga-
tion is to discover the cause of the accidents and to use these
findings to help prevent future accents. After all, the main pur-
pose of an accident investigation is prevention of a similar accident.

HI- I I 10"Ns lit 1111- I ( IN It 1\l) N1I1 II %JO '0 IN, I IO \
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Because of the nature of aviation, the roles 'of civil aviation,
military aviation, and the Federal GovCrnment are necessarily
tied together. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA,' itself
is a combination of these threewhose interests may conflict.
Today, there are fewer conflicts because each activity has repre-
sentatives in the FAA.

The FAA provides the authority necessary for effective man-
agement. It stimulates intergroup cooperation, and this coopera-
tion was behind many of the advances made since the estab-
lishment of the FAA: One of these advances, a radar advisory
service for jet aircraft, provides safe inflight separation of aircraft
operating within controlled airspace on an instrument flight rule

'(IFR) flight plan. This service was made possible by joint use of
military air, defense and FAA long range radar systems.

Other improvements were made in safety and more efficient use
of airspace by consolidating some military 'refueling areas and dim-

,\ mating others. Climb corridors Were established fqr high speed
jet aircraft to provide greater safety when the ilot's', forward visi-
bility was restricted during climbs.

Other studies on proximity (nearness) w ming devices were in-
itiated, and plans.,for greater use of mill ry radar for enroute
traffic control were formulated. Restricted areas used by the mili-
tary were changed, some were eliminated, and others were made
available on a part time basis. This provided extra airspace which
had not been available previously.

Cooperation between the military and the FAA was further
increased when the military were required to consult the FAA
before constructing new airports and runways. On 'seVeral occa-
sions this cooperative planning prevented conflicts in the use of
airspace by integrating present needs with future plans.

Clearly, the FAA has increased safety and efficient use of air-
space. Management of the nation's resources ()trough joint ef-
forts has also saved millions of dollars.
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PROJECT RE4CQN

At the request of President ,kthn .F.. Kennedy, a 'task force .

known as Project Beacon Was established in early 1961. The' put-, ,

pose of this :task .force, was tWoford. to ,conduci a scientific ,

review of aviation iticilitres and related, research, and development,
and (2) ,to prepare practical.flong-ratige plan to 'Insure effi-
cient and safe control of 'all air .traffic, withirekhe UnAed- States.
Sound planning was to' prbvitle an orderly and ecopomic 'evolu-
tion of the prekitt; system' of 'air , traffic 'control in pace with con.. .
tinuing advances in techholog'y and national needs. Both tviit
and military 'representatives, participated in the rstudf, The stndy
was completed,,,and a'ilepOrt on the results was sent to the Fyesi-
dent on 1 Noyemllea 1961:

The stilly groups estimated `ci. 44 percent increas total
flying by 1075. However, 'controlled, traffic waS estimated to in-
crease by 300 percent. AltfiOugh there had been- sufficient im-
provements in air traffic control measpres to handle 'the prevail- ,
ing air traffic, it was obvidus that quay imprOveinehts hall' to be
made to cope %kith future probienis. XParati3On _andarris

ndent On calculated position and pilots' ,repOrts. were insuff r-
nt; radar control would be necessary Imitate growg

* traffic, The simultaneous use of both!' insighl-kent f4e4`. rides
(IFR) and visual flight rules (VFR)> alot 4he tsaiFie aitways was
a problem. There were also problems ,'Of radio frequency con`
gestiond pilot and aircraft controller':,4Wload due "to*.the re-
quireme for frequent position reports. lif:the terminal area., -

provements in approach and departure clearance delivery Were
necessary to prevent inefficiency through excess* delays*.

Project Beacon study groups recomm nded seiieral futoN im-
provements in the area of controlling air traffic, First., the ,stud ,
poops recommended the development of system for unmediate
and continuous .aircraft position and altitude, inforniation airto the a
traffic controller. Other areas sin'ete4:,out for future improvement
included the segregating of contKpds and uncontrolled air traffic,
the establishing of positive control ate#s above certain altitudes, and
the establishing of speed limits in certain areas. Still other recom-
mendations involved the employment of general purpose com-
puters in air traffic control and tie integration of air defense ra-
dar with 'FAA radar in order to provide continuous radar Ser-
vice enroute The plan was to provide safety, economy, and ef-
ficiency of operation for both civil and military operations

By the-beginning of 1965, many of the recommendations of
Project Beacon had been completed,' and others were nearing
completion. In the area of safety, many scientific -studies have
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been made concerning hazards el lightning strikes, problems of
.

turbulence, and airframe fatigue. Radars used by traffic controllers
have been modified to give suitable weather displays on radar-
scopes. Aeromedical research has provided information both on
human factors in aircraft accidents and also on impact and acceler-
ation considerations for future aircraft design.

Project Beacon recommends achieving greater air safety through
better aircraft maintenance practices and procedures. An experi-
mental Maintenance Management Audit System was developed to
evaluate systems and practices used by air oarriecs in directing and
controlling aircraft maintenance.

Tremendous advances have been made in air traffic control. The
airways structure has been streanitned to provide complete direc-
tion and guidance above 18.000 feet at all times. Instrument flight
rules (IFR) are required above this altitude, and radar service is

available in practically all areas of the United States. Joint use of
the Air Force's SAGE direction centers has provided extra safety.
SAGE is an acronym foi "semiautomatic ground environment.
SAGE operates a type of electronic digital, computer that reports
and acts on a developing situation. The widespread use of radar,
in addition to providing greater safety. has been a tremendous
asset in expediting departures and arrivals in congested areas.
. A (raffle control radar beacon system, which displays a constant
altitude and identification signal on the controller's radarscope,
is being implemented for both military and civil aviation. Present
radar systems do not provide adequate altitude information al-
though they do help the radar controlfet determine distance. This
new system displays both altitude and distance information. The
last chapter. of this book Will discuss this new system. It will also
explain present aiD traffic control procedures and lists other new

'aids to air traffic control.
Thd FAA, then, Ways a significant part in maintaining. our

national defense posture. The military services and the commercial
airlines, can now : use common systems of air traffic control. and

.b, They can work toggther to solve common problems
i

\
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mission is defined in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 whichA
states that the airlines are to serve domestic. and foreign commerce,
the' postal serviceand the national defense effort.

The airline industry responds to the nods of the military. It
provides contract activity, commercial air movements, and individ-
ual ticketing. This service has satisfied some very large require-
ments without the declaration of -a-national emergency.

Itt event of a national emergency, there must be an es-
tablished organization to insure quick response. In 1952, the air-
lines and the Government together developed the Civil Reserve
Air Fleet (CRAF) to meet this need. Certain airplanes in the
airline fleet are designated aid specially equipped as CRAF planes
and are available for emergency on Government call. The air-
planes are an important part of CRAF, but tive is more to
CRAF than airplanes. Also included in this organization are .the
trained crews and mechanics This fleet therefore is self- sufficient
and ready for use in emergency.

do time of emergency, efficient operation of transport for the
domestic economy is also essential, hence, the Department of--
Commerce has a major responsibility for commercial aircraft allo-
cations in the CRAF program. The Commerce Department is ad-
vised by the Defense Department for the military requirements
and by the CAB for civil requirements.

The CRAF program; as it applies to international operations,
is activated in three stages. The first stage does not require,.a
declaration of emergency. Cargo and passenger aircraft with their
crews and appropriate Rapport are immediately available to the
military. The number of aircraft used in the first stage may be
very small or there may be as many as 50 to 100 to meet a spe-
cific need. Natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and
droughts often require the speedy movement of people from one
area to another, or require cargo aircraft to fly in needed sup-
plies and materials. These operations are usually of short dura-
tion and can be accomp hed with a limited amount of airlift.

Stage two is an "airli t emergency" as deterinined by the
Secretary of Defense. At that time, a large number of aircraft
would be made available from the airlines until the emergency
ended. The 1948 Berlin Airlift is an example of a stage two op-
eration. Although CRAF had not been officially established at
that time, hundreds of civilian aircraft were used to assist the De-
partment of Defense in delivering food, fuel, and needed medical
and other supplies to the German people who had been isolated
in Berlin by the CommuniAts.

s.,
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A third stage would activate the full CRAF, more than 400
aircraft. This would occur in time of war, during an unlimited
national emergency, or during a civil defense ,mergency de-
clared by the President or Congress. The concept of CRAF is a
good .one because it provides a force in being ready to respond
to a national emergency.

While CRAF has ' never been activated in accordance with
emergency plans, a large amount of contract airlift is purchased
each year from airlines participating in CRAF In 1972, $419
million were spent on internatibnal airlift contracts and more than
$50. million on (domestic airlift contracts. Over 90 percent of all
military passengers are airlifted oh commercial airlines.

The scheduled airlines were used to lift a large percentage of
the Military Airlift Command's transient passenger traffic into and
out of Southeast Asia. At the height of activities in Vietnam, the
airlines lifted more than 2,500 passengers and over 180 tons of
cargo per day to Vietnam.

A high percent.,ge of the troops transported, dyring the Ko-
rean conflict were airlifted, however, that percentage was less
than half the airlift rate of the Vietnam war. The speed and carry-
ing capacity of airline aircraft were far less then than they _arc to-
day. ,

IIII I\ UR\ WO\ tI (1\11 NRI)(I'S
0121.1\1i 1.,I ION al VA)

Global transportation systems faced the same problems of air
traffic control that the United States did. The unprecedented air
traffic following World War n made it mandatory to control and
regulate the use of the air. As a result, national leaders soughe'to
establish standard operating and legal arrangements for air travel

on a worldwide basis: The delegates from 52 countries met in
Chicago on 1 November 1944. There they established an organ-
ization which they called the International Civil Aviation Organ-
ization (ICAO). The purpose of ails organization is to promote
civil aylation on a global scale as a means of creating international
friends ip and understanding.

The CAO has its headquarters in Montreal, Canada. It has

been any effective organization, making major contributions to
world coo eration in air transportation. It sets technical standards
and air o rating rules, and it carries out accident investigations.
In this, it r, sembles the FAA. However, the ICAO has a distinctly

internationa nature.
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WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

Civil Aviation ti
National Advisory Committee,. -for - Aeronautics
barnstormers
TAT
Interstate Commerce Commission
Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA)
passenger miles
revenue ton mile
Federal Aviation Agency (FAA)
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Go-Team
Project Beacon
SAGE
Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How did military aviation aid civil aviation? ilow did civil aviation aid
military aviation?

2. Explain the ,Federal Government's role in aviation.

3. Describe the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF).

T 1.14 NGS" TU DO

-1. We note in this chapter that the Federal Government exercises control
over virtually all phases of commercial 6tiation. Much of this control Is
applied through FAA. You might, therefore, obtain from your local FAA
representative (usually found at the local airport) copies of some FAA
regulations. You might ask your AEI for permission for a committee to
call on the local FAA office and invite 'a representative to speak to the
class on the relationship between the Government and commemial aviation.

2. In relation to the above, you mibht also investigate the relationship between
commercial and military aviation and determine the extent to which FAA
exercises control over military aviation.
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1113tliS CHAPTER, we are concerned with the.fasiest growing
segment of the aviation _industrygeneral eiviationt.Yoti
read about what if it, what it includes, and why it is growing
so rapidly You wilflearicaboul. agrlculturar trattoi), business
aviatioot in.struCtionat flying repreatiohal flying, and the,
newe&t aspect of air tranvortati§n, air, taXi service. ThA.Civit
Air Patrot is. also an IMPoitarti part of genetic& aviation, and

you, will read about its "mission,mict how the organtiatfoli
functions. Just what the. intaclaf such a _rapidly ,growing
industry will be on our country ise.x010TO at than end of the

.c.hapter.yhenyou have stu54.4 this 'clic:Pier, you should be
able -to dp. the foiloyiinm (1)- 1*,411-

.portant te'thejausiness executive, the,fafke- r, anti the average_
citizen (2). discuss why 'Asir taxisare 'such.a popular part f
gpoerat aviatic,m1 j3) the Ayli$SIOn,',6t.fiiii'Civit Air _-

patrillLanci34) explain how the ProcluCeri .cif tirivatealrgcjfi
".conyibutii to Ale gtowtliof,Oniiiral rtvio.tion.

eneral aviation is a term used to designate that part of avia-
tion which is neither military nor airline. Included in general

aviation are agricultural aviation, business aviation, instructional
flying, recreational aviation, and ai'r taxi service. General Aviation

also covers such conservation activities as forest, power, and pipe-
line patri, such public service aVvities as ambulance, rescue,.and
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CIVIL AVIATION AND FACILITIES

emergency service; and such law enforcement activities as automo-
bile traffic surveillance. .

General aviation is the most rapidly expanding segment of the
total aviation picture. Its growth has a significant effect on both
the national economy and on individual well-being. General avia-
tion has brought airmindedness to many diverse businesses and in-
dustries, and today it carries a much greater volume of traffic
than is carried by the commercial airlines.

Not only is general aviation the fastest growing segment of
aviation, but all major criteria for measuring its growth point to
a continuation of the trend which has existed for two decades.
To cite a few figures: in 1957, there were 66,520 aircraft in the
general aviation fleet and 1,829 aircraft in the air carrier fleet
(fig. 5). To put it another way, there were about 46 general
aviation aircraft in service for every air carrier aircraft in service.
In 1972, there were approximately 135,000 aircraft in the general
aviation fleet and approximately 2,600 aircraft in the air carrier
fleet. This means that there were more than 50 general aviation
aircraft in service for every air carrier aircraft in service. Estimates
for 1980 indicate a ratio of greater than 60 to 1.

The growth in numbers or general and air carrier aircraft is
shown in Figures 6 and 7. This information, furnished by the

$.
FiOuro 5. General Aviation Aircraft



GENERAL AVIATION

Federal Aviation Administration, provides an interesting study of
trends in the use of various types of aircraft as well as the total
numWer of aircraft in use and the number estimated for the future.
In general aviation, the greatest rate of increase is in turbine
powered aircraft and rotocraft, while in air carrier aviation, the
piston engines have almost been entirely replaced by jets.

AGRICULTURAL AVIATION

The airplane has been used in agriculture since 1919, when the
United States Departments of Agriculture (USDA) aerially dusted
fruit trees infested with caterpillars. From t is pioneering experi-
ment `stemmed the aerial application busines in agriculture. Many
different types of crops are now treated fr m the air. Airplanes
can be successfully used for spraying, dusting, seeding, and ferti-
lizing crops. In a recent year, for example, airplanes were used to
treat 1 out of 6 tillable acres in the United States with some 140
million gallons of spray chemicals and more than 700 million
pounds of dry chemicals.

Aerial spreading of fertilizer A not uncommon in the South and
Southwest. It is particularly useful in rice production. Aerial seed-
ing is profitable with some crops, such as grasses, grains (especially
rice), cover crops, and oil seed crops other than cotton. It is pre-
dominantly used in the South and Southwest where rice is an im-
portant crop. The airplane has been used for reforestation and
pasture reseeding. The airplane is also used to distribute defolia-
tion chemicals which cause plants to lose their leaves and mature
more rapidly. Defoliation aids mechanical cotton picking.

Aerial application is not the only segment of agricultural avia-
tion. Farmers and ranchers often own their own planes to check
on their crops and animals and to keep up their many other busi-
ness interests. The Flying Farmers has become a nationally recog-
nized flying organization.

Aircraft Type 1967 1972 1977 19112

Piston 101,292 128,300 149,600 187,500

Turbine 915 2,500 4,400 7,300
Rotocraft 1,622 2,600 3,750 5200
Other

(balloon*, dirigibles & glider) 877 1,600 '2,250 3,100
Total 104,7Q6 135,000 160,000 203,100

Figure 6. General' viotion Growth
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GENERAL AVIATION

BUSINESS AVIATION

Modern big business has turned increasingly to air transportation
for a variety of reasons. Today there are fewey key executives_ to
oversee large business and industrial complexes. Plants and offices
have been scattered throughout thecountry for economic reasons.
Many of these plants are located far away from a large airport.
Demands on executives' time are ever increasing. Directives
handed down via teletype are not as effective as face-to-face con-
tacts.' But how does the executive get from New York City to
Savannah, Georgia, for a two o'clock meeting, to Birmingham that
night to speak at a company banquet, and to Knoxville for a con-
ference the next morning? He flies the company plane: Thus, he
saves his valuable time. He has a flexible schedule, and he can land
at any one of the more than 12,000 general aviation airports.

This is not to say that every major company has its own plane.
Many use the .airline services. Others charter airplanes. Still others
use air taxi service. But business has definitely taken to the air.
Executives: salespeople, buyers, factory, managers, and many
others use this time-saving method of getting t13.9ir jobs done
quickly.

FAA forecasts predict that for at least the next 10 years busi-
4 ness flying will increase. By the mid 1970s, business flying will

account for 10.4 million hours of flying time. This figure repre-
sents almost a third of the total number of hours of flying in gen-

' eral aviation. Yet, only a small percentage of the 400,000 or so
businesses which need and can afford their own aircraft use them
at the present time.

INSTRUCTIONAL FLYING

Every year many people learn to fly. Many more want to learn.
Some of you are probably interested in ',learning to fly. Why?
There are probably as many different reasons as there are peo-
ple who learn. The reasons range from a desire to boost Company
earnings to thoughts of dining in Memphis, shopping in New
York, fishing in Alaska, or surfing at Malibu. Whatever the rea-
son, a student pilot needs to learn well.

The Federal Aviation Administration realizes this and has set up
certain requirements and tests which the student, pilot must pass
to qualify for a Private Pilot's Certificate. The FAA has also certi-
fied flight schools which meet FAA curriculum requirement*,

A prospective student pilot must be 17 years of age and able
to pass an FAA administered medical examination to gain ac-
ceptance in an FAA certified flight school. On the first day of

29



CIVIL AVIATION AND FACILITIES

school, he is given a handout which describes the curriculum. He
discovers that he will be given 4ndividual ground instruction be-
fore and after each flight. The Bound instruction subjects are.

(a) Theory of flight including airframe and engine operation.
(b) Federal air regulations and air traffic procedures.
(c) Meteorology.
(d) dead-reckoning navigation, including the use of the flight

con-lower.
(e) Radio navigation and communication.
(f) Use. of pilot information manuals such as the Airman? In-

fbrmation Manual.

He is informed Opt, before- he can solo, he must pass a written
examination on general operation of the aircraft, theory of flight,
and Federal Air Regulations (FARs). This test has been designed .

to assure that the student has acquired the knowledge needed
to be competent in solo flight.

A student pilot soon realizes that there is a lot to know about an
airplane. He discovers that it will take a lot of time and practice to
learn to fly safely. After many takeoffs and landings, stalls, banked
turns, practices in emergency procedures, talks with the tower, and
hours of cross-country flying, the student is ready to solo. He is not
allowed to take passengers up until he receives his .ceriificate. He
works for his required 20 hours solo times He can fly, as frequently
as he wants, whencirer and wherever he wants to 'go, provided
his instructor consid rs him competent. The instructor always con;
siders the weather b fore permitting a trip. Soon, the student has
accumulated his 20 hours solo time and is ready to be tested by
the FAA. When h passes both the written exam and a flight
check, he is awarde a Private ,Pilot's Certificate.

RH RF Mir\ I' I IA INC

A trip to other ountries used to be possible only for parsons
who could spend s vcral months in travel. This left out, average
persons with only a two- or three -week vacation. NOw many peo-
ple fly to other cou tries for vacation travel. The travel time to and
from other countri s by air may be only one or two days, or less.
This leaves most o th'e vacation time free for sightseeing and other
pleasures.

Many persons wn their own aircraft to fly for pleasure. Quick
trips to the beacl, to resorts, or to vacation spots in the moun-
tains can now bet made over week-ends, For many -persons, fly-
ing itself is a forlti of recreation. The thrill of being able to look
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down at the earth from thR`' sky is an enjoyable sensation to fly-
ing enthusiasts. Air shows artcl "flying" have also become very
popular. I

A
1

AIR TAXI SERVICE

Small planes are becoming faster, more comfortable, and safer
because of modern equipnient. These improvements make a major
contribution to the booty/ in ,,personal and business flying, but the
boom dues -not stop there.- It." opens up a new field or operation
commonly called Air Taxi Service.

The signs are good for this young industry.
First, the whole air transport industry iS growing faster than

was thought possible a few years ago. The airline fleet is getting
larger, its airplanes are larger, and they are flying more trips
and carrying more passengers.

Second, this growth is going on in the face of a decline in
other kinds of public short-haul transportation such as trains and
buses, The, local service airlines are rapidly becoming small trunk
lines. Because of the availability of the private automobile, other
forms of short-haul transportation are losing ground.

Third, the US Postal Service is faced with short-haul prob-
leths. The number of mail trains has decreased by 90_ percent
since J.925, and trAffic congestion interferes with mail trucks. The
Postal Service ,,is Idoking at air taxi service as a possible way to
improve its operati(M.

There are two types of "air taxis": those which. provide de-
mand service, like ground taxis or airplane charter operations, and
those which fly their routes 'according to schedules.

The people providing demand service have Stall equipment
needs, and they can work as little or as much as they like. Most
demand companies start with small planes with one pilot per
plane to keep operating costs down. These companies are not
likely to get rich, because their passenger volume is not high.
Because costs are based on a minimum break-eVen fare, one per-
son traveling alone seldom finds the cost-benefit ratio acceptable.

The scheduled air taxis are not really taxis. They refer to
themselves as ,commuter airlines, but this is not quite accurate
either. ' .

Some commuter airlines 'connect with the major airlines, and
some fly beiween heavily traveled points such as New York and
Washington. These feeders using single- and twin-engine planes
provide other lines with convenient connections. Though they call
themselves airlines, they are not curtailed or regulated as such.

30r
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As air taxis and commuter airlines fill short-haul needs, they
increase in importance, and they also face more problems. TWQ
big problems confront them at the present. economics and regula-
tion.

The economic problem was faced by the trunk airlines* years
ago, and the answer then was subsidy. Naw these same airlines
disapprove of subsidies for air taxis. United Air Lines has realized
that what is good for general Naviation is also good for United,
so the company has become partners with the local carriers. To-
day, profitable interline cooperation between this trunk and local
carriers is a reality.

One of the possibilities under consideration is subsidy by local_
governments. The amount of subsidy would depend upon the
amount of use the community made of the airline. The more they
used the line, the less subsidy the community would have to pay.
This would give the community pride of ownership and also pro-
mote greater ,usage of the line. .

The second major problem of the airlines is regulation. There
is considerable controversy about present standards. The air taxi
people think they are too strict, and others think thWt single-
pilot operation on any basis is not kfe enough. M the operation
of air taxis and commuter airlines increases, there are bound to be
greater demands placed upon them by both the 'Government an
the traveling public.

as

CIVIL AIR PATROL (CAP)

Discussion of. the Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is included in this
section because the aircraft used by the CAP are of the general
aviation type.

Civil Air Patrol was formed by a, group, of civilians just prior to
.the US entry Into World War II. Throughout the war, Civil Air
Patrol volunteers used their airplanes to fly numerous submarine
and border patrol missions, airlift missions, and'mercy missions.
Their wartime record was exemplary and no -doubt helped influ-
eRce the congressional action which first estallished Civil Air
Patrol as a private, benevolent, nonprofit corporation and later
made CAP a United States Air Force auxiliary.

Today CAP Continues its services to the nail n thro h three
major efforts. emergency services, aeros ace edu ion, an the
CAP cadet program. Its members we the SAF uniform with
special insignia to identify .the wearer ember of CAP.

A trunk line Is the main line or route of an airline company. a railroad. or the like
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/
Titre are two types of active CAP members. cadets and si/nior

members. To join CAP, the prospective cadet must be at least
13 years old but no older than 17. The senior member must be
at least 18 years old., Upon being accepted, the CAP member
amends meetings, completes education and training requirements,
performs duty assignments. and participates in unit activiti on a
regular basis. Satisfactory progress in the program is rewa ed by
promotions and by eligibility for special courses and acti ities.

_Membership in CAP does not exempt the member fro!) service
in the Armed Forces. Furthermore, membership does not obligate
one to active service with the Armed Forces or with CAP during a
wartime emergency. It does, however, provide, the memberi with an ,

opportunity for a6complishing a worthwhile service for his country
and it provides an opportunity for dev el ping self-confidence,
self-discipline, and knowledge. /

The nature of CAP and its relationship t the, Ait Force make
it necessary that each CAP member underst nd Thilitaryi practices.
For this reason, drill and ceremonies are i tegral parts of cadet/
training in CAP and physical fitness and oral I adeqhip arii
also important in the cadet program. The subjects t ughc in CAP
aerospace education are Similar to those taught i AFJROTC.
Because of this, AFJROTC cadets may receive C P cr it for
their aerospace education courses. CAP cadets tear abo, aero-
sp) ace achievements, the effect of these aehleveme .s -o society
as a whole, and how such achievements contribute to aerospace
power. In some instances, cadets may even learn to fly at re-
duced rates through the local chapter of the CAP

CAP also piovifies aerospace educatiOn to its s nio members
and promotes aerospace education for the g neral ubl c. This is
accomplished by making curriculum makri and t ac r training
programs available to the education munity d by provid-'
ing aerospace information to loc, civic clubs. frat rnal orgahira-

'tions, and other interested grow s
CAP flies many kinds of missions. Primary a toil; these is

search and rescue. Under th supervision of the r escue and
Recovery Service (ARRS), the CAP, National rd, Navy),

Coast , Guard, and local law enforcement units rov de inlatid
search and rescue in the United States S p )vid -S its set-
vices to the Air Force and also to other milit y d civilian ac-
tivities upon request. The Civil Air Pam flies o t of its search
and ,rescue missions inside the US Anima embers fly 69
pekeht of all ARRS missions In addition to this nialuabie Kr=
vice, t4 CAP flies blood-life missions_ provides emergency , arrlift
for the sick and injured, and helps in emergency work followihg
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natural disasters.' The CAP also plays a 4-ol in civil defense readj-
Cess. The seniors in the AP prqgram unction as leaders in
AP flights, squadrons, gr ps, and wingsg They provide much of

the guidance for the cadet rogram.

1

GROWTH AND 1PACT OF GENERAL AVIATION

general aviation
aviation. Think abot
mean? It means that
gen ral aviation pilo
cr more people
tio aircraft, more g
la ings made by

bined.

About 100,000 n
expense of instructi
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and landings at air
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'increasing number bf missions f.
i duced. Dozens of new models f
transports have been introduced
riage capacity of many exist'ng
Production of, new aircraft ski
of more than 135,000 planes cre
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there are more
, more hours
ployed in th

neral aviation
eneral aviatio

w pilot
, which
,morel

of certific
y 1982.
orbs with

y expanding segment of US
for a minute. What does it

general aviation planes, more
own in general aviation air-

manufacture of general avia-
irports, and more takeoffs and
planes than all other types

rmit are issued yearly despite the
m st, st dents runs between $750

an, 4,000 persons, including stu-
tes. This figure is expected to reach

early 75 percent of the takeoffs
control towers were made by gen-

ore than one aircraft movement
e year. a

more. attention to general avia-
variety of aircraft to meet the

r private air travel is being gro-
om trainers to p e jet business

The passenger nd cargo car-
odels have been i creased. While
h, utilization of e entire fleet

,

Increased emphasis on pit
iques, and equipment .with
ndustry's efforts contributing
omic and Social factors also

CS.

fining, improved inaketing tech-
capability have been some of

owth in general aviation. Eco-
a part.

There are InanY small gener I avi ion airports scattered through-
out the- United States, but rn ny g eral aviation airports are not
much mqre than dirt landing strip l. With today's rapid growth
and impreNing technology, general aViation airports need to be im-
p oved Many communities are considering improving or adding a
g neral aviation airport as a way to attract new industries.
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WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

Federal Air Regulations (FARs)
Air Taxi Service
commuter airlines
trunk airlines
Civil Air Patrol (CAP)

I

1. Define general av

2. Business aviation
Why?

3. Define air taxi.

general aviation
agricUltural aviation
Flying Farmers
Private Pilot's Certificate

IEW QUESTIONS

4. Discuss the Civil' Air P

)

I-- is it growing so rapidly?

lore rapidly thari any other type of aviation.

-..

RINGS TO DO

1. If there is a flying school in yout community, you might contact officials
at the school to determine how many pilots the school trains per year
and report to the class on all that is involved in learning to fly, including
cost.

, .

2. You as an individual or as a member of a committee from the class might
contact your *cal chamber of commerce or industrial development board
to investigate the impact of aviation on your community. v .

3 If there is no local airport in your community, you might work up a report
,. to indicate th economic advantage that would accrue to the community

if an airport ere added. Or you might justify the lack of an airport.

1

S GGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

PPerhaps the besti,isource I of recent information in this fast growing field is
periodical literature. Kce up with current developments in this area by reading
such magazines 14 Aviv ion Week and Space Technology, and Air Force
Magazine. t

J
.
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IN THIS CHAPTER, we r primarfly concerned with the Goy-
ernnient rules and re ulations affecting commercial airlines.
The restrictions placed on commercial airlines are for the good.

restriction's on akirlin s. AISO,..included in this chapter is a
of all citizens. " fheC* it Aeronautics Board imposes required

discusilart of the re,spOnsibility of ..the Federal Aviation Ad-
...

, . ministration to provide:safety regulations.' You will ,discover.
reasons for'th,e growth in the airlines industry. Modern equip..
m' ent and techrialogical improvements are reasons for people
to 'use, airlines more frequentlY. Rapid grovith in any industry'
tends to create' problems. WAth all the planes now in use,

.,. we can .anticipate rablems in the design of new plane's, and
airports, the sche using of these. planes, and the effici'lint
management c4, odern airports.. A very important part of.
commercial airline is air freight. The impact which air freight

'has, had on our conomy Is discussed toward the. end of
this.shapter. After ou have studied this chapter, you should
be abta to do the ollowingt (.1) outline the hsponsibillties of,
the Federal Aviati n Administration 'rind establish proof that,
their convert' for s fety has paid offs (2) disCuss -some of the .

problem's facing growing commercial airlines industrii
and (3) explain wh 'air freight makes our lives more pleasant.

Commercial airlines is a term loosely used to include scheduled
and nonscheduled airlines. When we think of the airlines, we

usually think of thc trunk lines operated by such companies as

441
A
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American, Eastern, Trans-World, and United, bu the term in-
cludes much more. Air cargo lines, such as Airlift I ernational and
Flying Tiger, areairlines; local service lines such s Delta,. West-
ern, and Braniff are airlines, even the commuter ay lines, discussed
in the chapter on general aviation, are airlines. All of these ac-
tivities are lumped together and called scheduled airlines.

Yet, scheduled airlines do not present the entire picture. There
are still some nonscheduled airlines which operate on the basis of
passenger demand. Most of the traffic carried by the nonscheduled
airlines consists of charter flights and overflow traffic from the
scheduled aiilines..

ROI E OF' THE GO% ERNNIENT IN AIRFJNEI N4GENiEN1

he Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) has broad authority to pro-
,

m e and regulate the civil air transport industry within the United
St es and between the United States anti forei countries. It
has .the responsibiliV of regulating airline comp ition, that is,
authorizing enough competition to assure ever-imp acing service,
but not to the extent that it would destroy an airl nes prospects
for econao-hlic health necessary for progress.

CAB Responsibilities -iv

, 1The CAB authorizes US carriers to engage in interstate and
foreign commerce, and also authorizes foreign air carriers to fly in
the United States.

.

Granting a carrier permission to engage in interstate and foreign
commerce can only be allowed Mien certain requirements kre met.
These requirements are necessary to assure the continui g bility
of the carrier industry to meet the needs of the public.k F r ex:.
ample, a scheduled airline must demonstrate that it is fit;
,able, and financially responsible to perform such transportation
properly; that its management is honest, efficient, and ecopomical;
and that its operatiqn will serve the public convenience) artd
necessity. The CAB awards a certificate of public convenience and
necessity only after exhaustive investigation, including a full Oublic
hearing. The f011owing is a brief list of some of the strgent
qualifications at airline must meet.

I. A scheduled airline must serve all points designated' n its
certificate, even those that do not by themselves' generate enough
traffic for economical service. It cannot suspend service at any city
without CAB approval, which is based upon a review of the public
interest.

a
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. 1 COM RCIAL AIRLINES

2. A scheduled airline ust provide regular service, according
to a complete system flight schedule that must be published and
filed *ith the CAB. The schedules must receive CAB approval
as international schedule receive International Civil Aviation. Or-
ganization

A scheduled must publish and file proposed fares and
ganization (ICAO) appr val.

tariffs with the , which can reject them if it feems them not
in the public inte st.

4. A scheduled' airline must carry the mail and support national
defense efforts in accordance with the rates and provisions set
down by the CAB, The CAB determines . minimum rates to be
paid for these public services and the US Pbstal SerVice and the
Department of befell, negotiate contracts with specific carriers
who provide t services. .

5 A schedule airlihe ust file full service, traffic, and financial
reports, with the CAB specified time intervals. It must also
keep its records and facilities open for CAB inspection at all times.
It must'keep the CAB informed as to ownership. It cannot- merge,
consolidate. or acquire another airline without 'CAB approval.

As you Can t 11 by the scope of the problems it handles, the
CAB is constantl cons ering new proposals and suggested changes
that will result i bet management and increased service. Often
an airline finds that t would bar- advalitageous to change a
sehedble or alter \an e ting route plan. In this case, the airline
would submit a propos new schedule or route plan to the CAB
for consideration. The p °posed change. may affect other airlines
serving. the same area n they may object to the plafi. When all
objections arc receive,d, t proposal -goes before the Bard fOr A
hearing. The Board can di miss the proposal, accept it, A ept it on
4 temporary ,bfisis,, or e pan it. In reaching a de sion, The
hoard, does nOt neressaril d ide according to prase ht. Each
age niust be jucigeA on its ow merit and oe Board m reverse, f

c- .. its 'lecisions made/ past yes. .
. The CAB is alsb concerned ith insuring that airlines ale cont-

pensated*for ploviding essenti 1 services at a loss7tO illicit com-
,parties. Fa' eicapple, the BO rd May grant subSidies q.cprriers-;.'
to .rinance die . costs, of .prov idi g necessary air service to tommuni-
ties.When the volume of traffic is,not sufficieht to. mee the costs ,..:
of; such service :thus; the p blic interest is served by providing, ,
air'transpartation to the ginall communities which w ld other-

. Wise be without air service. . .
... .

. Another are of interest and responsibility foe the C B is that
Of relationships betweeil carriers. ,The .Board approyes or disap-

&relies all proposed Mergers, acquisitions of .control, interlock-
.'s ing xelationships, and agreements between air itirriert considering

#... I .
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the interests of traveieri, shippers, and other air carriers which
may be adversely affected. It is concerned -with whether air 'car-
riers and travel agents engage in unfair methods of Competition
and deceptive .competitive,practices in the sale or conduct of air
transportation services.

As stated earlier, the CAB is the Government agency concerned
with the broad aspects of promotion and regulation of -the airline
industry. The GOvernment is also concerned with the actual op-
eration of the nation's aircraft. Regulation and control responsi-
bilities,in this area are assigned primarily to the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA),

FAA Responsibilities

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has the responsi-
bility for publishing and enforcing safety regulations. The special,
Federal Aviation Regulations it has established for scheduled
airline operations are more detailed and strict than those of any
other class of aviation.

A scheduled airline is required to have a complete. dispatch sys-
tem encompassing communications for the dispatch and operational
control of all its aircraft. No scheduled flight can take off without
specific authority from a. system dispatch office. Dispatcherswho
must hold F;AA dispatcher certificates, must be thoroughly familiar
with the ,FeGie, weather conditions, navigational facilities, and air-
port conditions under which `they 'dispatch aircraft.

A, scheduled airline can fly on instruments over a particular
route only if the route ,is equipped with. navigational aids ap-
-p,toved by the FAA. It can schedule flights only into airports_
inspected and approved for the operation by the FAA. .

xC scheduled airlihe must show that competent personnel; and
adequate facilities and equipment are available along its .routes to
property service, repair, And inspect its airplanes.

Each Fheduled airline flight captain must be pre-qualified on
routes he is to, serve, demonstrating adequate knowledge of

Weatfiv'efiaractstistics, navigational facilities, comomications pro-
,cedures,'And the airports he may have to use.

A scheduled airline must maintain two-way ground-to-aircraft
radio ccgiipment over all routes served in order to maintain sys-
t4M-witle contact. This is in addition to radio facilities operated
by

A. Scheduled irHne must fly "proving runs" under the super-
Qt the FAA before inaugurating a new route or aircraft.

,k,Scheduled. airline ,must have available *either information pf
t.y pe. presctibde in detail. by the FAA. For example, a trip

ON 70A
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may not be cleared unless a complete =route and de nation
weather forecast is attached_ to the dispatch release fo

The FAA's concern for safety has paid off for .the af traveler.
In fact there are from seven fo 10 times as many fatalities per
million miles traveled by automobile as ,there are for a like num-
ber of air passenger miles traveled.

FAA is not complacent about the airline's safety record, and
officials realize that the air is growing more crowded daily and
congestion breeds accidents.

The US' scheduled airlines, in addition to observing the highest
safety standards required of any segment of.aviation, observe ser-
'vice and operational poliCies- and practices above a d be5r6ii-d-th t
required by the Government. They have exercised kridership i
the development -and use of many safety devices a d procedures
including (1) creation of,the Nation's first fair traffi control sbn-
vice; (2) pilot-operated airborne weather radar, (3) ti-collision
lights ,on aircraft; (4) 'reversible -pitch propellers\, d thrust-re-
versing mechanisms for' jet engines, (5) preventiv rn Men nee%
through aircraft inspections at frequent interval , and r place-
ment of parts at prescribed intervals whether or \not` they need
it; (6) swift notice to all airlines of a problem encountered with
an *craft of any one airline; and (7) a policy of, flying under
instrument rules and procedures even in good weather when op-
erating above specified alfitudes, as an added measure to assure
safe separation of aircraft in flight.

The airlines and the FAA cooperate in this overall safety pro-
gram for they believe iois their responsibility to protect the traveler
from accidents which can be prevented.

-

11R1 INF: MAN AC;FMENT

Management of commercial airlines has become exceedingly
complex. There arc, of course, numerous reasons to account for
the growing complexity, but one of the most obvious reasons is
the ,phenomenal growth of commercial aviation.

Growth

Commercial aviation is far and away the fastest growing major
industry in the country. Taking 1950 as a starting point, the air-
line performance is unique. The 'electric utilities have more .t1-
tripled in size; the cheinical industry is about four times as
as in 1950; the trucking industry has almost tripled; and t...
and automobile industries continue to increase production each

4
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year. Total industrial production in the country has doubled since
1950. But by 1970 the airline industry had grown to more than
seven times its size in 1950. ,

In 1971 the airlines experienced a period of slow growth.
Although scheduled passenger miles flown were slightly higher
than previous years,' they fell below the number expected. Many
personal and business decisions to fly were affected by higher
fares and a sluggish national economy. To a small degree the fear t

of air piracy kept people on the ground.
The actual number Of air transport aircraft produced in 1971

and 1972 was lower than it had been in the late 1960s." In terms
of available scats, however, production far exceeded the levels of
previous years. This is explained' by the changeo r in the air-
line industry to the large-capacity, wide-bodied jets. 'otalotal revenue
passenger miles flown as shown in Figure are expected to in-
crease from 140 billion in 1972 to about 404 billion in 1982.
In other words, revenue passenger miles will almost triple in ten
years, but the number of carrier aircraft (See Fig. y will in-
crease by only one-third. ,

In 1950, only 0.2. percent of the gross national product ,(GNP)
was spent on air transportation. The GNP in 1971 exceeded a
trillion dollars and air transportation represented 0.7 percent of it.
By 1982, it is anticipated that more than 1 percent of the GNP
will be spent on air transportation.. This, increasing trend can be
attributed to many factors such as greater aircraft speed, range,
comfort, and safety, higher personal income levels, lower fares,
more leisure time, and greater interest in travel.

The rapid growth of air,. traffic is rtAde possible by a great
4 ' outpouring, of capital funds. This investment in 'Kw ?quipment

and facilities stimulates company growth by pregring for it.
' What is the reason for this growth?

Throughout history transportation and communication have
gone hand in hand with each acting as a.stimulus for the other.
Although there have been great advances in, the technology of
communications ,?with telecommunicatioits satellites, color tele-
vision, and direct distance dial telephone service, for exaMple),
the basic efficiency of the face-to-face 1F9nfrontation has never
been equalled. Today, there is even grehter demand for fast
transportation to get one to a meetiog and back again. This de-
mand is growing greater as our society becomes more complex.
The reason for the meetings vary from passenger to passenger.
Some are rushing to business conferences, others afe going home,
and perhaps still others are off for vacations. Wha4e er the 'reason
for the trip, rapid transportation is appreciated, be -use it allows
time for valuable face-to-face communication.
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The airlines have work at serving the Nation's communica-
tion need in two major ways They have first applied radical tech-
nological improvement. Pu c response to this improvementin
speed, comfort, convenience, and reliabilityhas always been
dramatic. Hence, there is a constant pressure on the engineers to
advance the state of the aviation art. Perhaps the greatest untold
story of this industry is the lag partnership between airline en-
gineers and manufacturers, each stimulating the other to develop
technological breakthroughs. A major part of this effort has been
the adaptation of military technology to civil use. However, as the
industry has grown in purch014 power, it has generated its own
research and development support. Major US and foreign indus-
tries are finding that it pays to develop innovations tailored es-
pecially to the airlines. Combining this, with military research re-
sults in continued technological improvement.

In addition to the stimulant of an improved technology, com-
petition has also played a central role in the airline growth story.
The ambitioris of competitors are reflected in the size of their
orders for airplanes. Where there are plenty of empty seats, there
is no restraint on demand. Therefore, passengers are seldom
turned away, a very desirable feature for the traveling public.
In turn, the competitive pressure to fill those empty seats leads
to efforts to get more people to fly. Given many additional seats,
airlines mount massive efforts to sell them. This process his been
a major contributing factor accounting for the remarkable de-
velopment of the air travel market. In 1972, the airlines sold
48.1 million more seats than in 1967. In 1983, they expect to
sell more than 475 million seats, nearly 3 times as many as in
1972. (See Figure 8.)
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Critics complain that the industry is operating with too many
empty seats. Good service at peak times of day, of the week, and
of the year inevitably means empty seats at other times. Running
an airline is a little like running an elAvator system in an office

4 building. If the object is to keep the elevator full (high load fac-
tor), then obviously it might be possible to install only one
elevator in a building and rent all the space normally given to
large elevator capacity. Average .load factors on the one elevator
would be high, but some of the tenants might not get home un-
til after midnight. Those who worked on the top floor, whete
relatively few people- need to go, would have to wait forevere-If;\
however, good service is the objective, the building operator has
to increase the number of elevators at the sacrifice of average
load factors.

The airline industry could buy fewer airplanes and plan for a
scarcity of seats, but the public would soon beCome aroused at
the lack of seats and the inconvenience. This would lead to a de-
crease in flying..

Coinciding with this growth of air travel has been a major
change in the habits of work and play of the entire nation. A
new mobility, unlike anything. experienced by any nation be-
fore, is developing. -

The usefulness of the airplane to the business world has long
been appreciated. Mobility of the productive people in business
stimulates the pace of economic development. Decisions are made.
faster, work gets started sooner, problems are resolved more
readily, and the whole process of selling and buying is aided
by fast transport. Telephone and teletype have not replaced per-
sonal confrontation. The personal touch still sells the product best.
Mobility is valuable to the business world, but is equally valuable
to.. the arts, sciences, ,religion, education, the law, governments
and other branches of human activity.

Promotional Fares

Perhaps one of the most significant social changes that is taking
lace in the last half 'of the twentieth century is the change in the
isure activities of Americans. Demands for ,vacation and personal

travel by air occupy priority attention of ,airline management.
There are dozens of ways of approaching the market, and the

airlines are prepared to try them. The airlines expect to reap
substantial benefits from the combination of an air trip and a rental
car. As roads become increasingly crowded and super highways
more and more monotonous, the airlines are strongly advocating
the fly-and-drive combination.
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But by far the most productive experiments are in the field of
promotional price reductions. Numerous excursion, off-season, off-
peak, and other promotional fares are available both for domestic
and international travel. The airlines have combined,many of these
low fares with hotel, car-rental and sight-seeing bargains and have
developed highly attractive all-expense packages. The all-expense
package is a well-tested method of Offing "first time" travelers
away from home.

For the individual traveler, the excursion rate is the most eco-
nomical. To take advantage of this reduced rate, the traveler must
purchase a tourist class round' trip .ticket. The excursion rate applies
from midnight Sunday to 2.00 p.m. Friday and from midnight
Friday to 2:00 p.m. Sunday.

Space-available reductions for military men on leave have also
been highly successful. If the scat has not been sold by departure
time, a military man in uniform may use it at one-half price.
Millions of military men have taken advantage of this 50 percent
savings since it was introduced. Military personnel may also re-
serve tourist class seats at two-thirds the normal fare.

The airlines are now offering space-available discounts for other
groups. Even with the fare reductions, the airlines realize a profits,
a partial fare is more .than no fare on an empty seat.

These and other promotions including the 'rapid spread of
economy and coach services, have resulted in a marked reduction
in the average revenue the airlines earn per passenger mile. Howl.
ever, this is partially offset because more and more people ar
using the airlines, and air travel is becoming increasingly accepted
as a common mode of travel.

,

These reductions will continue, but there are actical limits to
fare reductions in a period of generally rising cos s. The aitlines,
traditionally, have operated on a thin margin of rofit. In their
most profitable period, the early 1950ts, the margi was ,5 cents
on the dollar. The profit margin is now considerabl less. Profits
are necessary to underwrite vast expansion and impr vement pro-
grams.

Promotional fares have allowed airlines to sell more seats dur-
ing off -peak periods, but they have been unable to meet ,all the
demand for scats during peak periods. Congress has authorized
other interested and qualified air carriers to supplement. the regu-
larly scheduled airlines by providing limited charter service to
certain groups of travelers.

Air Charter Service

Suppose a high schoOl graduating class wanted to fly to the
Bahamas as a class trip. The first question the planning group
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would probably ask is, "Can't we get a group rate?" Everybody
loves a bargain, and nonscheduled air charter service aircraft
have provided such service.

Air charter service was officially started in 1962 when Con-
gress authorized air carriers to supplement scheduled airline ser-
vice. However, Congress recogniied the necessity for protecting
the scheduled airline companies and placed restrictions on supple-
mental carriers. These carriers cannot sell individual passenger tick-
ets nor can they solicit business from the general public.

Air charters then are limited to three types of group service.
The first type is single-entity charters where a single entity, such as
a company, charters an entire aircraft. A second type is the af-
finity group charter. This type is for groups such as a high school
graduating class, who have some common and continuing interest
other than just the desire to take a trip. For those persons who
are MA members of a group, the tour group charter can be used.
Tour charges must include charges for ground transportation,
hotels, or other items in addition to the cost of flight.

Charter flights, like other airline services, are affected by
changes in policy as well as the public demand for services. Re-
cent growth indicates there is a definite demand. Supplemental
carriers have adjusted to CAB regulations and are gow available
for most groups. Air charter service is here to stay and may well
be the best way to go.

IMPACT OF 1 HE JE1 AGE

Today most of the larger airlines have converted their fleets,.
from a mixture of several types of aircraft to an all jet inventory.
The turboprop is more economical for shorter hauls, but it is
being replaced. What has br6ught about this demand for jets?

First, let's look back to 1952. This was the year the British
airlines placed the Comet I (Fig. 10) in service and thereby

Figure 10 Comet I



became the first to use jet aircraft in commercial 1perations.
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Technology was advancing rapidl and manufacturers were de-
signing and developing improved aircraft faster than the air- "
lines had previously paid for them. This was indeed unfortunate
for some airlines because the rate of aircrafc, replacement is one
of the most vital features of an airline's whole economic struc-
ture.

Boeing and Dougl s were applying their technological knowl-
edge

again. tile milita y influenced civil airline progress and design.
improved aircraft as well as in designing jetsinfluenced

edge in designing im

Without the B-47 bomber there probably would have been no
Boeing 707; and the theoretical advantages of turbo-props on
the cost side would have been given more emphasis.

American Airlines, using the Boeing 707, was the first to be-
gin domestic US ief service with its own aircraft. It inaugurated
the transcontinental route from New York to Los Angeles on 25
Jantiary 1959., Jet service was underway. Another significant date
in the progress of jets was Pan Ainerican's inauguration of it.4 #,

round- the -world jet service on 10, October 1959.. . ,
Once the appetites of the airlines hadbeen whetted by the

speed, reliability, and passenger appeal of the, new aircratt,.. :mays
and means, were found to extend the scope of the jet aircraft
beyond original plans. In the early days, the jets were believed
to be best on longer range flights on which speed could' be x-
ploited; but on short-haul routes the turbo-prop was thou t .,
to 'be more suitable. But even on short-haul routes the jet "h d ':'
great passenger appeal. Competition has brought the day of a

A" g
jet liners into being. Trans-World Airlines, first claimq ,they dik-
tinction of having an all jet fleet, and many others rapidly15T- .,.4
lowed suit. . . .. (1` 1,g14. al. . ,

. Competition demands continuous updating of aircraft, grail,4this '
% ,, ,is complicated and costly. Manufacturers must be sure a a rfaficet,

for new planes before actual production can be started, othenVise
Millions of dollars may be wasted in design and develoOment. A

For example, McDonnell Douglas felt they could turn tberr, tri-jet,
DC JO into a twin jet shorthaul, widebody transport. The DC-10
TwiA,could be produced for delivery late in 1974 if sales' could
be assured. To get some idea of user acceptance of the DC-10
Twin. McDonnell Douglas invited representatives of the air carrier
companies to a two -day symposium in April -1972. Fourteen US
and foreign carriers sent representatives.

The DC-10 Twin would be 17 feet shorter than the DC-10,
but -it would have larger engines to permit heavier loads for short-
haul operation. The new aircraft would cost the buyer about. $16.2
million. (See Figures 11 & 12).
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The symposium provided the carriers
uate the DC-10 Twin's capabilities in
and gave them a basis for comparing
facturers At the same time,IMcDonnell
forded a chance to estimate the carrier
craft before spending some ,5120 millio
decision was made to go ahead.

IThe DC-10 Twin represents only a part of the effort by
aircraft industry to develop a subsonic aircraft that is more Ef-
ficient than those already in operation. Designs such as the Air
Force's powerful C-5 engine resulted in the development of the
DC-10 and the Boeing 747.

Boeing used a design similar to the C-5, Figure 13, to produce
the 747, Figure 14. The Boeing 747 is basically a passenger
plane with 490 seats, 10 abreast. The variations of design for the
747 include such things as five pa senger classes, with a luxury
class at the nose, first class next, then standard, economy and
coach sections, entertainment section, and a section for nensmok-

. ers. One popular version, Figure 15, has 38 first class and 313
economy seats.

The Boeing 747 is doing much to alley tate some of the traffic
pressures in the air while creating some knotty problems on the
ground. The strain one of these planes . places on airport run-
way and taxi surfaces is tremendo4 Also, where do you put
490 passengers when the aircraft is unded by weather? As a ,

result of this problem, many of the accommodations offered by

A opportunity to eval-
eeting anticipated needs
rices with other manu-
outlas officials were af-
acceptance of the air

for its development. T

Figur. 13 C-5 Galaxy
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Figure 14. Boeing 747

major airports have been altered to serve the 747 and other
large jets.

A great amount of effort and money has also gone into the
development of a large jet that would travel over long Distances
at a much higher rate of speed than the 747. This plane is the
supersonic transport (S5T).

THE SUPERSONIC TR4NSPORT (SST)

The development of a high-speed, long-range, transport was
underway a decade ago in Europe and the United States. Such
an aircraft traveling at 1,800 miles per hour at 60,000 fcel could
deliver 280 passengers across the Pacific Ocean nonstop. A joint
effort of the French and British aircraft industries, with Govern-
ment support, produced the first operational SST, the Concorde.
The Soviet Union also has an SST, the TU-144'. The U pro-
totype was developed by the Boeing Company and was ched-
uled for initial flight in 1972, with deliveries to be made b the
airlines beginning in 1976, but the Boeing SST proje t was
dropped in.1971.

The Boeing SST prototype has an overall length of 280 feet
and a wingspan of 142 feet, its tail section is 50 feet high, the
aircraft's weight is approximately 635,000 pounds. and each of its
four General Electric GE4 engines can produce 60, OD pounds
of thrust (See Fig 16)

In addition to the tremendous developmental and ntoduction
costs of the SST, a major environmental consideration went into
the decision to abandon the project The noise and shock waves
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anticipated were considered to be. intoleralite.., Flight would nee.,
essargy hate to be almost xclustvoty over Water to protect the
population. Other assumptions by FAA regarding the SST in-
cluded:

1. Maintenance of the aircraft , would involve the development
of new methods, because of .the size and complexity /of the 'SST,
the type' of tropulsion systeins, and the evolution of 'airbor4 e
integrated data systems in support of maintenance.

2. Ground support equipment, passenger terminal _facilities, and
turn-around servicing have already been expinded to serve 'iamb°
jets. Therefore, -only slight additional considerations would be ,re-
quired to Serve the SST. ,

3. No significant ehanges,would be required for taxiing Abe SST:
Systems development is already underway to provide televis'ion aid
to pilots of the wide-body jet which allows them to see posi-
tion of nose Sand main gears while taxiing. Television aid would

- certainly he required for the SST because its flight deck is about
60 feet from the nose gear and 175 feet from the main gear.

4. Flight dispatch procedures for"..the SST would probably re-.
quire computer-aided planning and flight following capabilities for
precise operational control. Because of the heavy traffic at ter-
minals most cities and because of the critical nature of fuel .con-

-, sumption in SST operations, flights could not be released for take-
off unless the plane could land immediately upon. arrival at the
destination. Landing delays are never economical, and it would
be impractical to hold the SST over an airport to await its turn td

a

.3

molt

Figure 16 Boeing Supersonic (SST) Prototype.
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land. Air traffic control procedures would have to take into account
the flight profile, cruise altitude, and maneuvering restrictions of
the SST. The radius of a turn at supersonic speed is very large.
Collision avoidance by the 'see and be seen" principle would be
almost impossible except, when overtaking another aircraft.

'5. New materials testing methodg would be required to assure
an adequate safety margin in the life of the aircraft structure.

6. New concepts of failure analysis, would be needed for air-
worthiness certification.

7. Test flight standards would have to be developed for . the
SST to ihsuie an adequate, level of safety.

As illustrated by the SST, the implicatiohs of airline invest-
. ment are far-reaching. The improved efficiency and economy of
operations made possible by modern equipmtnt has been the most
important single_means of abs ing the steady advances in 'wage
rates and in material and ipment prices. By this means, airline
investment .has enabled he carriers to keep average fares per
passenger mile down d thus contribute to an easing of infla-
tionary pressures.

SOURCES OP FUNDS

An overwhelming proportion of airline earnings have been re-
tained to help finance. required investment in expansion and
improvement. In a recent year, for instance, more than 85 percent
of the profits earned were reinvested in the industry's expansion
and improvement program. Yet retained earnings were 'sufficient to
finance only about 30 percent of these expansion .outlays: The
balance. was derived from other -internal sources.

-It is this investment prbgram that enables the American airlines
to give the most modern and efficient airline service in the
world.

ROUTE STRUCTURE

Routing is, important to an airline, because traffic flow deter-
mines the financial health of an airline. So each airline jealously
guards its routes and strenuously objects to more competition on
its established routes, but it welcomes an additional route segment.

More than 770, cities are served by the scheduled airlines. Of
the total, mote than 400 are served exclusively by local service
airlines. ,
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The routes shown on the map in Figure 17 are designated and
regulated by t CAB. Service to Alaska and Hawaii and many
new stateside r6utels have been omitted for lack of space. Although
the map 1004 lilce a busy hodgepodge of lines, it illustrates to
some eEtent t volume of scheduled air service in the United
States. These routes are not permanent, but are subject to change
by the CAB. Most changes which occur are 4dditions to, rather
than deletions from, the present system.

Each airline has certairtacities it must serve according to a pub-
lished schedule. The CAB approves the route and regulates com-
petition so t one segment is not overworked and another
ignored. To add a segment to an established route, an airline
must file projected plans with the CAB, which will conduct a
feasibility study. If the Board decides the route segment could be
profitable and no airlines strenuously object, it will grant a trial
run authofization.

On some of the routes, local service airlines and trunk lines
are in direct contpetition, while Oh others, the local service air-
liniS act as feeders to the trunk line long distance hauls. Yet
even tbis elaborate route system fails to serve the public ade-
quately. There are many areas left that receive little of no airline
service. It is in these areas that the Commuter airlines and air
taxis are useful. Thdy use smaller planes and place smaller de-
mands on the airports they use. Commuter airlines and air taxis
are proving that they can provide good service.

Figvr 17 Airline Router,
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Thus far we have stressed interline competition as a stimulus
to airline growth and improvement. But interline cooperation
also plays its part in improving passenger service. It is often diffi-
cult to fly directly from one point to another without changing
airlines and the airlines cooperate to meet the passenger's needs.

Richard, for example, wanted. to fly home for Christmas vaca-
tion. He was living in Montgomery, Alabama, and his home was
in Salt Lake City, titah. He called Delta Airlines in Montgomery
to schedule his flight. Delta did not have a flight to Salt Lake,
but they arranged his flight by checking reservations with other
airlines.

Richard flew with Delta from Montgomery to Dallas. At Dal-
las, he chaAged to Braniff Airlines. Braniff flew as far as Denver,
Colorado. At Denver, he changed to Western Airlines which flew
to Salt Lake City. On the trip back to Montgomery, he was
routed another way because of heavy traffic. He left Salt Lake
City on Western, changed to Braniff at Denver, changed to Eastern
at Dallas changed planes (still Eastern) at New Orleans, and
landed at Montgomery.

The entire trip was, prearranged and booked by Delta Air-
lines in Montgomery. It is this type of cooperation that insures
today's traveler the speedy and convenient trip he has come to
expect.

,11R FREIGH

In 1971, domestic and internationl air freight (express and
mail) was 5.3 billion ton miles. Aif freight tonnage is expected
to reach 25 billion ton miles per year by, 1982.

Air freight is big business, and its future is bright. The massive
,,investment by the airlines in cargo aircraft has a favorable effect
on the cost of producing and distributing goods. Airline invest-
ment, has enabled the carriers to bring about the marked down-
-ward* trend in air freight rates. Future improvements made possi-
ble by larger airplanes, will have a further favorable impact on
freight rates.

The development of air freight .so far has shown some remark-
able parallels Arith the history of the trucking industry. The trucks
made possible a great speed-up in the proceSses of production
and distribution for industry. In the radius of their most economic
operations, they provided overnight door-to-door delivery.

Today, more attention than ever' is being given in industry to
shortening the time required to produce goods and reducing the
time between production and sale of goods. Anything that helps

,)
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reduce the time between order and delivery is very significant,
particularly in highly competitive industries.

The key elements in air freight growth can be- divided into two
major categories. The firr includes a. list of things airlines have
been doing on their own to stimulate air freight. The second
eludes a nuinber of basic production and distribution trends which
are highly favcirable to air freight growth.

The most significant decision made by the airlines has been
to provide capacity in advance of demand. Hundreds of millions
of dollars have been committed to flight equipment in anticipa-
tion of the growth of the business. The consequences are two-fold.
First, top priority is given by airline management to expanding
the market. With enormous capacity to sell, the airlines gear up
their sales efforts to sell It. Second, plenty of capacity means
that a convenient and readily available service is provided which
can be relied on day in and day out. Surges in demand can be
handled and new markets won fOr air freight. The existence of
plenty of capacity has thus been a major factor in .creating freight
traffic.

An important part .'of tie capacity story, of course.- is the
growth of the passenger service. The jet airplanea few hours.
to anywherehas caught the imagination of the American people.

Such an upsurge in jet travel has its impact on the freight
business because the jets have very large freight compartments.
As the switch to jets accquates, enormous new capacity will
open up on the local service airlines and bn short-haul flights all
over the country. The Boeing 727 "Quick 'Change" airplanes have
'significantly increased freight capacity. Finally, the very large Boe-
ing 747, the Lockheed C:5A, and the Douglas DC-s10, have also
increased air freight capacity significantly.

Improvemedt in quality of 'service includes the use of advanced
electronic systems, for keeping track of lists of goods (waybills).
Airlines sometimes even suggest markets for shipper's products.
Particularly in the foreign field, they mairitain,special services and
publications describing market opportunities for air freight shippers.
As a result, many a domestic produce} has found himself deeply
involved in the export trade. Tlie airlines have become experts
on the distribution patterns of major industries and are con-
stantly working with, shippers to improve the production and dis-
tribution process. They give advice on improvemcnts in packaging
and ate currently working on a -container program which has in-
creased efficiency of handling and lowered the packag,ing cost on a
wide variety of commodities.

6LI
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*.'
. MuCli prOgrPSS is being made in cIosin the 'gap between air

and ground rates. Air freight revenues dr ppcd 20 percent per
ton mile in the past ten years. What this mea s is that you can ship
more goods birair for your money now than in past years. By way
of compkrison, railroad average revenue per ton mile has' dropped.
only about 12 {percent, and truck revenue h actually risen 8 per-. cent in this 10 year pc4ed. This decline i shipping cost is con-

. tiriuing. 'Major impact is expected from t e reductions in ship-,
ping rates which have been filed with the CAB for the airlines'
new family of containers.

The airline industry has been energetically stimulating traffic\
growth by improving rates, capacity, and quality of stIvice. . \

Airline,,,initiative has been paralleled in industry by a number of
important 'trends highly favorable to air freight. The most im-
portant trend is the increasing pressure on industry to speed up
the production and delivery cycle. Modern management methods
are in4-casingly tieing applied to eliminate lags in the produc-
tion and distribution process. As management techinques become

.more effective, profits increase. Air Freight is particularly valuable
where 'components have to be gathered from aU over the country.
SignifiCant savings can be made by speeding up the gathering prot-
eSs. Many Complex industries 'are beginning to rely on air freight
as a way to keep produCtion lines runnindi in different parts of the
country. , .

. /
In marketing, the,computer.has had a significant effect, For in-

dustries using tens of thousands of spare parts, or large; varieties
of sizes and tOlors, the money saved by maintaining a single na-
tional warehouse with a. short reorder cycle via air freight is con-
siderable. The trend' in recent years to computerized inventory
controVhas. increased the use of air freight.

As the modern production process grows more complex, airlines
recognize the importance of the emerency shipment. While the
mainstay of their freight business has become the regular shipper,
emergency shipments are also very important. Whether the item is
a -ii,ew propeller shaft for ,steamship or a miracle drug for a small
boy, air freight provicies, n essential service. i

Air freight has made great strides, but the lines are still/con-
fronted with some major problems. Air freight is., changi g so
rapidly that many air freight employees need annual refresher
co/uses. Second the airlines need to develop more ,air freight
specialists. Third, they need to hove faster in developing and in-

,. 1::. 1spi)ting clectrnnic systems to simplify documentation, Fourth, they
need to make, further improvements in air-gound coordination
and build more and bigger freight terminals, in more cities.r
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The quality of air freight ervice is being improved, and effi-
ciency and economy of operatipns result in rate reductions.

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

,Occasional problems are to +be expected, but what aviation ob-
servers see in the future' is increased demand, increased crowding
on runways, and increased delays for airliners.

Such delays mean irritated passengers and heavy costs to the
airlines. Loss in wasted fuel, crew costs, and other outlays have
cost the airlines a minor fortune already and the situation is get-
ting worse. Who knows for sure what delays will cost when the
big planes holding 500 to 1,000 passengers arrive?

Delays occur daily across the country. They are considered
when scheduling is done, but still problems come up to throw
off the entire system. Little things like. mechanical difficulties and
weather can mar an otherwise perfect schedule.

Connection Problems

In many ways connection problems are lied in .with schedul-
ing problems. The routes ailthorized by the CAB necessitate con-
necting flights. No one airline serves all areas.

Since connecting flights are v tally, important to air travelers, air-
lines cooperate in setting the up. One point in favor of rate
regulation- is that it facilitate nnections. A passenger who misses
his flight because of delay i ight can turn in his ticket with an-
other airline and catch the next plane with a . minimum of delay.
In this way the passenger s satisfied and the right company gets
paid for the actual flight. . is is how it works most of the time,
however, problems arise during peak periods With peak traffic.
Christmas is one of these times. If a traveler 'were delayed en-
route and missed his connection, he would have to wait until
the next flight with an empty seat. At Christmas he could have
quite a wait on his hands.

Since in the near future larger planes will bring ev1er increas-
ing numbers of passengers to ticket counters, the airlines and air-
ports must cooperate in planning how to handle the crowds.
Already waiting lines at ticket counter. are lung and slow, this is
even worse for the passenger who only has 20 minutes to make a
flight and the life is 30 people long. Airline companies are turning
to computers to help cut down the time that counter personnel
spend looking up schedules and cross checking connections.
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A Air Piracy ,

v '

A very real problem for commercial airlines today is air piracy.
i Alpough not well know, this is not a new problem. Before we dis-

cuss how this affects today's airgraveler, let's briefly review the
. , history of air piracy.

The modern era df aircraft hijacking (skyjacking) is dated from
1, May 1961, when a National Airlines Convair 440 with six
passengers on board, enroute from Marathon, Florida to Key
West, was hijacked and taken to Cuba. This was the first successful
attempt to hijack an air carrier aircraft of United States registry.
However, there is evidence that aerial piracy has been a serious

(e)rO1;lem since the beginning of air commerce.
Among the earliest reports of aircraft hijackings were those in

the period from 1923 to 1926, involving a French air carrier
which flew across the Spanish Sahara. The desert tribesmen, called
Pilliards, would lay in wait for aircraft which made forced land-
ings in the desert. The crew members would be captured and
either murdered or held for ransom. This problem became so seri-
ous that the airlines were forced to fly the aircraft in pairs. If
one was forced down, the other would land and rescue the
crew and passengers. The service was finally discontinued in 1926
because of the Pilliards. .

In 1930 and 1931, a number of revolutions swept through
South America and the revolutionaries seized a number of air-
craft in Peru, Brazil, and Chile. In 1931, the threat of hijackings
became' so serious in Brazil that Pan American Airlines' opet'a-
lions wtre completely halted and they discharged most of their
personnel in that part of the world. Pan American also encoin-
tered aerial piracy with its introduction of flying boat service into
Chirfa during the 1930s. They found that in order to protect
t ,eir aircraft when they landed in Chinese ports it was necessary
A equip them with machine guns.

Between the end of World War II and the beginning of 1961,
there were 33 successful skyjackings reported, all involved air-

1 icraft of foreign registry, and most occurred in Central Europe.
/ The history of aerial piracy clearly shows that attempts to take
over aircraft is not something new. However, it is only very re-
cently that skyjacking has become highly publicized. During a 12-
year period ending in 1973, there were 160 attempts at air piracy,
and 72 of these were successful skyjackings. The greatest number
of skyjackings occurred in 1969 when 40 attempts were made
and 33 succeeded. Since that time the success rate has dropped
significantly because of seLtirity measures employed by govern-
ment and the aviation industry.
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On 5 September 1961, Public Law ;87-197 was enacted as an
amendment to the 1958 Federal Aviation Act, `This law, de- .
fined aircraft piracy as any seizure br exercise of control, by force

' or violence, or threat of force or vi lence, and with vongf
intent, of ari aircraft In flight in air c !amerce. The penalty for
conviction of air piracy was set at a inirnum of 20 years im-
prisonment,prisonment, to a maximum of death. W.1aw also established., a
,penalty of up to, 20 years and/or of $10,000 for etilivic-
)ion of assaulting, intimidating, Of threa ening a -`c;?Ininertial crew

ember or flight attendant (stewardess) to the point, of affecting
e ability of crew members to iierform his or :her duty. The penalty

is increased, to a Maximum of life .in prison if a dead) weapon
is used. A $1,000 fine anchor one year confinement was estab-
lished'for anyone coVicted of carrying a concealed weapOn #board.e,
an air carrier aircraft. 4.1

In 19'69, the Justice Department "authorized the FM to p1a0
armed ,guardt (sky marshals) aboard flights in an attempt to re-
duce the skyjacking threat. This action was only partially effective:
Many persons felt an .in-flight shootout was not Ilse best solution.
The philosophy that evolved during the '1970s calls fot *prevent- fing the hijacker from boarding the aircraft. Psychologists have been
employed to assist in-identifying potential skyjackers with little such' "'
cess' Electronic detection devices have been installed at all com-
mercial carrier airports and armed gUards are present at loading
gates. At the time of this writing, Federal, Regulations require that
all carry-pn baggage must be searched before boarding.

On the international scene, organizations such as the Unitea,Na-
,

. turns, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO); the Air,
Line Pilots Associition (ALPA), and the.Air .,sport Association
of 'America (ATA) ,are actively promoting bot international agree-
ments and domestic legislation to eliminat the skyjacking threat
to aircraft passengers and. crews. Tod , there are' 40 contracting
states (countries) to an interns al agreement started at the
Hague, Netherlands in 191,1-. his agreement obligates ..the
tracting country to establish severe. penaltieS for air piracy, and t
either prosecute hijackers or extradite them to the ,country
which the aircraft belongs. ,

What does all this mean to the average air traveler? First ther
are additional delays and harassment due to the.requiremeitt thaI
all hand baggage must be searched. Most passengers, however, ac-
cept this inconvenience. ,

Money is anotber significant problem. The clorcement of, the
Clew anti-hijacking regulations means special equipment must. be
purchased. Additional security personnel are needed to such pas-
sengers, and they must be paid. Once a passenger has been
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searched, he Cannot be allowed back into the terminal area, or he
must be searched again. This means more waiting rooms, tele-
phones, concessions, and restrooms are required between the se-
curity check area and the loading ramp. Generally, these addi-
tional requirements 'affect the cost of flying,

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE
.

There are ,many aviation problems, bat with the c4peration of
the airlines, airport planners, air traffic control people, and aircraft
producels, these problems will be solved.

Airport designers are working to case the congestion in ticket
lines, waiting rooms, and the multitude of other fCrminal activities.
"ft apid transit people are working on desips that will case the
traffic parking problem by providing doWhtown to airport service
quickly and -efficiently. Heliports arc being built as another alter-
native to the long rive to the more reniotezairport. Mobile lounges
are being prov id . ,Most airlines ha downtown ticket counters.
These are just few things that are b don for the air travVer.

Sin'al jet arc now on the market), oeing cat s its 737 the "baby
bird" b use it is sma116 than 6ther the 7 Or 727, but it4s\
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The V/ STOL can bring aviation closer to where people live
and work by means of a short-haul service. These aircraft have far
steeper arrival and departure flight paths than conventional air-
craft and yet they are speedy enough tcRut down significantly the
overall travel time of the passenger. (See Figure 18)

Helicopters have been in existence for many years but their use
for general aviation purposes has been limited for several reasons.
Maintenance costs are very higti, current models are limited in ca-
pacity for both passengers and freight, they are slow and noisy, and
they are needed most in densely pop,121altd areas.

Perhaps the nearest thing to a transport STOL (Short Takeoff
and Landing) aircraft is the McDonnell-Douglas modiftaction of
the French-built Breguet (Bray ZHAY), onginaIly 40-ilitary troop
transport with a maximum capacity of 67 person. Both Eastern
and American Airlines have experimented with the Breguet,
which is capable of taking off and-clearing a 50-foot obstacle within
1,600-feet C-ruise speed is about 250 nautical miles per hour. The
aircraft is a four-e ed turboprop designed with a deflected slip-
stream to distribute the ropeller blast effectively over the wing.
It has ,,a_ propeller shaft nchronization system that allows one
engine to transmit power 1 four shafts.
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Advancements in V/STOL development will greatly improve
air travel and eliminate many of the present irritants. Modetri air
travelers are not willing to drive two hours \tt make a one hour
jet flight.
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Airports

Chapter

AIRPORT development has roughly paralleled aircraft develop-
'bent. Present-day airport terminals are highly complex places
of business. In the last chapter, you ,learned.how the Federal
Government helpi and regulates the commercial airlines. In
this chapter, you will ticitt about the role of the FecTerat
Government irl building and regulating modern airports You
will also read a ut the bask facilities essential to all airp rts.
Wio- will find ou the re tivInship between an irport's
tions aiitt its dest n. A er 'ou.flcive studied is ch
you should able to da the foii0,,,ing, oNist t
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The Wright brothers' returned home and for a while continued
experimenting. They built other planes and tested them over a 68
acre pasture near Dayton. The demands of the aircraft were
small. Any level pasture could be used as a runway for takeoff or
landing.

In 1911 when Calbraith Perry Rodgers made his coast-tb-coast
flight, he made 68 hops. There were no airports to land on,
and Rodgers crashed 15 times. By the time he reached California,
the plane hqd been almost completely rebuilt.

After World War I, many. pilots turned to barnstorming. They
would ,fly over a town, circle it to attract attention, land in a
farmer's field, and take people up for a few dollars. A farmer's
field made a fine landing strip fOr the Jennies and DH-4s..

In October 1919, the Army Air Service held a mass round trip
race across the continent. The,DH-4s, they planned to use had a
range of only 300 miles, so the Army, with the help of cities
along the 3,000 mile route, set up airports every 200 miles.
These same airports were later used by the commercial airlines.

In 1927 planes were flying mail by night along an airway
marked by gas and electric beacons, with emergency landing
fields every 25 or 30 miles.

As ime went oil, aircraft became larger and more efficient.
They aced greater demands on runways and other airport fa-
cilities
It could
E en' the

grass pasture was no longer n adequate land
of support the weight of the

ships we inadequate. As
later by concrete.,Aspalt and con
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. y 1960 the Feder 1 'd program ha
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arts.

tance to airports had reached $220 mil-

ct

lion per Or and therewere 11,989 airports in the United States. ,\

Of this total, 10,598 w4fe claSsified as airports, 931 as heliports,
and 460 as seaplane bases. The current National Airport System,
which includes only those airports considered necessary to meet
the national need for civil airports, contains ,3.240 airports. All Na-
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1

hgure 4 Airports. Yesterday and TAday

I Atrpbrt Syster'n airports arc ell' ible for eral development

Government aid program ap uas to con ruction of run-
way ;taxiways, cetrol towers, and ai traffic co tr I aids.' It is

;not liable for terminal c nstr ction k ) parking tot eveloprnent
TI1

k

"ational Aviation S1 tern Plan for \fiscal years ,971 through
980 she s an estimate of he total cost, of airport development

during the period to be more than S6 3 billion Of thk total, the
\ plan shows an estimate of 32 3 billion needed for thei 1973-77
period These amounts are only estimates, for the atnount of
money needed increases with the constant upgrading of require-
ments Since no onl knows for sure exactly what the new air-
craft will need in tho way of airports, these plans have to he flexi-
ble To )nsure this flexibility and to incorporate changed criteria,
the National Aviation System Plan is reviewed and revised an-
nually

The 1-ederal Government is not the local airport's only source
of help Sonic states have instituted grant-in-aid programs for their
cities and towns 1 o qualify for such aid, the town must shiny
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need and justification for aid. The airports receiving state aid
must meet special requirements, however, ,these state requirements
are usually consistent with FAA requirements. State aid is in
addition to Federaf-Government aid, not' in place of it. ,

Air transportation is as dependent upon an adequate system of
public airports as it is upon the aircraft themselves. Aircraft are
refueled, serviced, and repaired at airports. Pilots receive current
weather information from weathet stations' located at airports.
Passengers enplane and deplane ai 'rports. Cargo and baggage
is loaded and unloaded at airpotts. ny other facilities are lo-'
cated there for the information, comfort, ,and convenictice of pas-
sengers and crew members.

Sf t'1)1121)S tOR CONS I RI. CHO! \ OPHZ, TION.

To insure that logical construction criteria apply generally to air-
ports, individual governments establish airport construction scan
ards. In the United States the Federal Aviation Administratio
establishes and continually updates construction s\anjards.

To d termine the number and types of airports required to
serve a c unity:, the planners must consider p sske volume of.
traffic as ,w 1, as the character and capacity of vailable airports

`or airport`, sit s. They must first plan \for proba ture needs
`so that th site sele tcd will be large ignough sat sfy future
as, well as remt uircments. In this way, they can determine
wh ther on r tri4.re additional airports be q iced.

e critic fliclor in \airpor capacity is us ally th n ber of ,
rtircra t mov ru ays can hand e an a h ur. An
ircraf \ move ent is .a landin or takeoff. 'A airpo wit only
ne clan accommodate about 50 airs aft mo emen An

hour in clear Veather and abo t 30 under in trument opera on.
With two runWay s which can tk used simultaneously, an ai rt
can accommodate about 100 to 120 aircraft movements per h
in clear weather and about 70 under instrumenteoperation.

The designation_ of airport type and construction should be a
matter of public concern. Today, in the United States, most air-
ports are publicly owned because this (1) makes them eligible
for Fetleral airport aid, (2) permits the use of the pol,ver of
ment domain*. to acquire land needed to assure their continued
utility, (3) in some states it permits the use of zoning power to

TN: power of mini. nt domain goo the Goo. rnnw nt the Ott to condemn property if it
itt nceosary for ;whin bon fit The u,e no, an paid al lair market .aliw and hava tht ight to
appeal
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Sias being for short domestic flights, but later it may also be used
for long-range flights to accomodate a change in traffic. When,
this happens, ;unway length,,,and surrounding obsteuctions may
restrict aircraft operations to th extent that some aircraft cannot
takeoff or land ,with a full load of cargo or passengers. .

Scheduled airlines Ma be forced to limit operations
'

airports''. To op rate saf and efficiently under These co
I an airline: must arefully bserNe specifications ,for..takeoff,

and landing weig
\"rations -insider

nway a eact ai
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AIRPORTS

prevent the obstruction of approach and circling airways, and
(4) assures their continued availability as public airports.

The FAA has classified airports in the.United States into three
broad functional categories or systems. These are the primary sys-
tem, secondary system,-and feeder system. Each system is further
graded in 'accordance to air traffic density, of the jfrnnual number
of passengers enplaned and aircraft operations movements. This
classification system is illustrated in Figure 20.

While the construction standards establish various categories of
airports, airline operators actually detetimne the purpose for which
any one airport is used. A giv'en airport may have been classified
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LOCATION OF AIRPORTS

How well an airport serves a community is partially determined
by its location in .relation to die, businesses and residents it serves.
Whereas bus and train depots are generally located in the city,
the airpcits are usually locate'd outside the city. This is , ecessary
because at ortS cover large areas of lind and there I11 t be a
minimum of urrounding obstructions.

Most airp locations for the, major cities were selected ,and
activated in 1920s and 1930. They generally represented a
compromise be een convenience pf location and space retinue-
ments. As aircraft have becOme la er and larger, they Wave re-

. quired larger airports, and a numb r of cities have bUilt more
remotely located airports.. Further expansion will mean that more

e\t,_

remotely located airports will be buil o handle the burgeoning
traffic.

The National Aviation Sy, tem Plan ref cts the airport require-
ments for the in ividual community an or. Nation as a whole.
(See Fig. 21). Ilt o gives guidelines lithich' aret used 10 det ine

`the proper locati for airport construction or improvement.
An important f ctor is, community need. The airport musk not
ly be large Frio h\ so that it wont limit grOwth, but it lso

I
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St not be lar e that resources mare wasted by overdevel p-
.

e of the
ion' and selectio
f tii,e soill d
deg ate cYrai

rta ys because
silt) oil conditions',

por4ant con id
ai ort site is
Alp n whic

eng 1 to the
re r way fa

thap ith any oth

rations govern g the lot
the nature and .compositio
he airport is ti be built.

per maintenance of p4ved
ices occur with t. unstable

condition,
An increase in airline sere ce or general aviation activity may

cr ate a need for further de elopment at an existing airport or
th construction of a new airpo

when small single engine ge eral aviation aircraft use the same
airpOrt used by jumbo jets, loc tion and control problems usually
arise. These mast be considers in selecting an airport location
and configuration.

For airports used by both th scheduled airlines and general
aviation, the airline aircraft is usually the more critical. The most
demanding aircraft requirements are imposed at the airports used
by the trunk lines. Equipment employed by thii trunks include
large wide-body jets and turbojets. These aircraft require runway
lengths in the 10,000-foot range with pavement of runways, taxi-
ways, and aprons strong enough to accommodate thcir tremendous
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weight. Additionally, apron dimensions, fueling and terminal facili-
ties, and necessary land requirements are quite extensive.

The requirements Of the aircraft used by the local servict
airlines at non-trunk airports are less demanding. During the next
few years, if is expected that Most local service carriers will con-
Vert present piston equipment, tcs turboprop or light turbojet air-
craft. The runway lengths required by the newer equipment will
be shcliter than that required by the trunk lines. Pavement strength
and load carrying capacity are much less than trunkline airports.

The capacity of an airport configuration is expressed as the
numper of operations that can be accommodated within A given
time period and i%thin acceptable limits of delay. Basic airport
requirements inclMt sufficient runway length to safely provide
for the types of aircraft, along with an additional runway for cross-
wind Coverage, if necessary.. Beyond ,this, capacity must be great

.1;
-
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enough to prevent unacceptable delays to aircraft movements.
For example, delays to aircraft movement's may indicate the need
for an additional runway. Its required length may be substantially
shorter (tan the primary runway, if the aircraft mix is such that
separation of aircraft types by runway is feasibtle. This plan en-
'hanca9 capacity of airports at minimum expanse.

BASK' F &CRAWS

Once a location is chosen, the basic facilities ,must be outlined.'
For Most airports, .the rimw4s, the lighting, the control tower,
and the terminal complex are basic,

Runways

ti
Only a few years ago airport runways were virtually unknown.

The first early frail aircraft used sod fields for take-offs and land-
ings. These sod fields were ideal for these early aircraft, because,
on them, the aircraft could take off and land in any4 direction

light and so sentive to the direction of
s imperative tha ,they takeoff and land
cause thes,e aircra were o light, the sod
t their Weight.
n to be built in
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these heavier
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ection. Al
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The
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ht o
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eight
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he ew ru

he I 930s, it be-
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g su that would

a craft s compro-
suef t strength

with t ,most corn,
required
because
sensitive

ough s \ frequc
ding , th was n too seri
new \ aircr made ahem I

inds.
e early runways were usually constructed of concrete or
with asphalt being the most common construction material.
airports would commonly have more than one runway so

the pilo could choose the one with the least amount of cross-
wind. A aircraft became even heavier and less sensitive to cross-

were reduced until today, Many modern
runway which is generally alignea with

winds, multiple runways
airports have only one

\the prevailing winds.
With modern aircraft,

of the runway as it is

strength. In general, the

the problem is not so much the direction
one of runway length and load bearing
heavier an aircraft is, the more runway
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length is required for the aircraft to reach ffyirig speed on takeoff,
The heavier it is, the stronger the runway mbst be to support its
weight. This is particularly true in the case of landings when an
aircraft of many thousand gross pounds impacts with the runway
at spec& near 100 knots. The pounding a modern runway takes
under such conditions is hard to imagine. Foil this reason, most
runways today are constructed of concrete with an extremely high
tensile strength.

In addition to sufficient length and tensile trength, a modern
runway must be built to support high density t affic, it must pro-
vide for takeoffs and landings under emergency con itions, and it
must have a surface with a sufficiently high co fficie t of friction
to enable fast moving aircraft to stop in a minim' m di tance. Mod-
ern highway building is child's play by compari on.

Each runway should have a number of high- speed tu noff lanes.
These lanes permit the plane to turn off the ru way at speeds of
60 to 70 miles per hour with the minimum use of brak and re-
verse thrust. In doing so, they peed up aircr ft move en 4 by
clearing the runways for\ akeoffs r

Taxiway \ patterns from' the entr 'nee to the a rota area to \the
tak,off position should pe it a s oth flow Of t with \to op-
poait direction pat's and few c ssings as\ p

the ize th i a ron r is d ined bAthI. \ port lo mg posit , s re 'p\ 1c. ,1 number' w eat \ I
deal 'fro airport to rpo ',hate e the n er regr I i Is
'4en'tial th t' adequate 'ace be prov d d for th f \

1aircraft to d from thci leading s tions w f\ sharp' turns, ops, and op, . ing tra c (See\ \

ort Ligh

Airports various types andl color Of lights to aid pilots.,
The familiax airport beacon s o e of tfke. Green on the re-
verse side of the white beacon has long hea the mark of an ac-
tive civil airport. A split white be -on denotes a military airport.

When an airport rotating beacon is operating during daylight, it
means that' ground visibility in the c ntrol zone is less than 3 miles
and/or the ceiling' is less than 1000 et and that a traffic clearance
is required for landings, takeoffs, an flight in the traffic pattern.

Approach lighting systems are visual aids used during instrument
conditions to supplement the guidance, information of modern elec-
tronic aids Lighting systems are intended to improve operational
safety during the final approach and landing phase of flight.
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Most runway and approach lighting syst s allow the controls
to adjust the lamp brightness fur different visiNity conditions, or at
a pilot's request. The extreme brilliance of high intensity lights
penetrates fog, smoke, and precipitation, but inay cause excesive
glare'under some conditions.

Approach lighting has evolved from a simple line of lights
that was aligned with the center line of the runway to variations
such as the following:

,

Lines of light that extend peyond the approach end of the runway and
are the same width as the runway This enables, the pilot to align' his
aircraft with the runway even thiOligh the runway is obsured by weather
or darkness .

These same lines of light. in one variation. are madc to flash sequentially
This not only accomplishes the abcwe, but it point, the direc,tion of

' landing. . '
64.
Npproach lights' that are tiered pr elevated The more distant lights

from the approach end of the runway are mounted on a higher level
than the nearer lights This ak.complishes all of the abcw't. and. in addi-
tion. it indicates to the pilot the glide slope' that is rcquired in- order to
contact the approach 'end 01 the runway at the proper place,

The US Standard apphmch lighting has' been adopfecL as the
national standard for both'military and civil airfields. It consists of
3.000 feet of high. intensity, NhItc centerline lighting leading to the
runway threshold. Sequenced flashing (strobe) lights may be in-
stalled In the outer 2,000 feet.This lighting system will ultimately
replace other systems now in use. (See Fig. 23)

unway lights are t. lute. slightly elevated from the eround and
sp ced 200 feet apail along cpcit side of the runway. They can

obT irrned o and off b individual controls- operated from the cun-
t ol tower. Green thresh ld lights art placed across the end of run-
way . Blue lights quid pilots along taxiways at night.

-d obstrt4tion lights inark alJ obstruLtions surrounding an air-
port. High, obstructions, uch as radio towers, which extend more
than '70 feet above thei surroundings, arc marked at the top
and at the one-third and tw -third levels

ontrol T9wers

The a rport-confrOl tower is easily spotted at a busy airport. It
looks like the Oafs dome atop 3 tower, but why is It there? The
glass tower gives cOritrol tower operators a clear view of the air-

\ port. The control tower operators Stet the only air traffic control
(ATC) personnel with visual contact with the planes It is their

I \ Job to direct the traffic flow in the air op well as on the ground
Control operators work in sets, doing one job at a time.
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But the glass tower is pot the only part of the tower. In wine
dowless rooms at the base of the structure are radar operators
who direct, traffic under instrument conditions 13y use' of radar The
radar rooms are extremely important and should not be over-
looked. .

For years, the 'Control tower and ATC offices were built onto
terminals. Iri 1961, Congress directed the FAA to finance and bulk
its own control towers. The FAA desired a prototype that could
be duplicated anywhere, one that would be beautiful as well as
useful. Since only a few men actually have to see the field and
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the planes, their designer put the cab on top of the shaft. The
rest of the menmostly radar and radio operatorsonly need to
see their Instruments. The new design placed these men and their
equipment in a building at the base 4 The tower that would be
partially covered with earth. This would insulate against noise
while rooting the tower into-the landscape. These towers would .be
placed in a position awa3c from the terminal that would allow them
to see the runways more clearly making their job easier. The con-
trol tower at Dulles International Airport ill Washington, DC., as'
shown in Figure 24, is an exathple of a modern tower.

N
Term tnals

The airport terminal building is essentially the service center for
the transfer of iagiengerg-.and their property between surface ve-
hicles and aircraft. It may also contain the necessary Government
facilities for the safe handling of air traffic, including flight service ,
station, air traffic con rol tower, and Weather Bureau station. Other
Government activities sometimes included are post officer airport
mail faci ity, and, where there is international ;raffle, customs, im-

ifmigratio , public health, and Department of Agriculture stations.
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The traveler expects_ to find. in the airport terminal building,
comfortable seating.' restrooms, and various concessions. At the
same time, the terminal designer must' consider safety, efficiency
and convenience in hisdesign.

Since its inauguration in this country in 1958 jet flying for the
public has greatly increased the popularity of air travel. The larger'
volume of traffic hai imposed unexpected demands upon recently
built airports and has necessitated expa4sion of those facilities
directly serving the public, such as waiting rooms, newsstands,
eating concessions, and parking areas.

The designer of an airport terminal building is faced with inte-
grating the needs and requirements of the public, tenants, and
owner into a scheme that operates efficiehtly and with a maxi-
mum degree 9f safety. Each must be considered from the stand-
point of functional relationship to the otheis, with special em-
phasis being placed on planning for futuqk demands.

Terminal buildings, particularly large ones, are civic business en-
terprises sponsored by local governmenti in response to air trans-
portation needs. The problem confronting developers is one of
providing suitable space for Masses of travelers and 'adequate
working space for airline and concessionaire tenants based on rea-
sonable forecasts of passengers and customers. The past decade
and a half has seen communities build terminal buildings that
were considered, at the time of construction, to be larger than
needed. Some were even criticized as being "white elephants."
Many of these as well as surrounding building space and aircraft
parking aprons have become so overloaded that entirely new
areas must be developed. The problem of egiansion could .be-
come sufficiently . critical to require consideration of a new air-
port site This emphasizes the need, for well ,thought out planning
for the future.

Planning of terminals should allow for direct and easy move-
. ment of passengers and baggage. line of movement for the

boarding passenger is from the ticket counter, to . the waiting
room, past concessions, and then to \he aircraft loading gate.
Deplaning passengers should follow a direct route to thek baggage
counter, which;should be :sear the PlatfOri t. where baggage is
unloaded from the baggage trucks. In the same way, baggage
should follow a direct route from the passenger ticket counter
to the planes, and at destination back again from tile planes
to the bagbge claim counter. (See Fig. 25)

There are basically two cocepts., of terminal building oper-
ations at an airportthe -centralized concept and the unit con-
cept. A consolidation of thete two concepts sometimes pos-
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figure 25. Passenger Baggage Flow.

, ,
ble. (The type of terminal used is determined by the amount of

traffic it must carry.) j I
CENTRALIZED CONCEPT.The centralized concept o( building de-
sign refers to an operating arrangement whefein passenger, tick-
eting, and baggage facilities of all airlines are based in The same
building. The passenger service and ticketing functions arc usually
in a unified area. Likewise, the centralized concept almost always

,

employs a consolidated arrangement fOr baggage handling fa-
cilities. The central waiting arca and its surrounding concessions
and other facilities serve passengers from , all airlines, as well as
visitors, . using the terminal building: The layout of a building
using this concept should be made flexile to allow for conver-
sion to future needs.
UNIT OPERATION CONCE.PT.-1 he unit, (or deccn ncept
of terminal building operation is employed at several airp ts.
Under this pill, each airline is housed in a separate building-Or
in an area of an elongated or winged building with its own fa;
cilitics for the handling of passengers, visitors,engcss, visitors, baggage, and cargo.
This permits each airline to choose its equipment and, furnishings,
and to follow its pattern of operations and custonler 'services
without the compromise and cooPcration necessary in centralized
operations. Each airlinekcan determine the degree of luxury it

o
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use to attract customers. The traveler, goes directly to the airline
facilities he plans to use. In using the unit type of operation, du-
plication of. public and concessionaire facilities results in higher
capital investment for the airport owner and in less profit for con-
cession operators because of the dispersal of customers.

The unit terminal building operation generally means long walk
ing distances for transferring passengers. It may also cause exces-
sive rolling distances for vehicle§ handling interchange baggage,
mail, express, and cargo. Further, airline servicing is not easily
consolidated. The unit operation tends to cause confusion for
travelers and airport visitors. Locating airline facilities in scat-
tered buildings or units causes inconvenience and hardship on
passengers trying to arrange for flights.
CONSOLIDATION Of OPERATIONS.Cohsolidation of the ticketing and
baggage operations within a building can result in a savings of
space. Using the centralized concept, one 'service organization
would be responsible.. for .transfering passengers, baggage, mail,
or cargo to and from aircraft. By modifying the concept any one
or all of the above 'activities could be consolidated, depending
on the needs of the individual terminals.
AIRCRAJ T LOADING POSITIONS. -- Configuration of the terminal build-
ing depends upon the number and arrangement of aircraft load-
ing positions. Airports with relatirly lbw passenger volume, em-
ploying a one-level system, can &sually operate most efficiently
with a frontal scheme in bvhich aircraft ioaaing Positions are parallel
with the face of the building. Airports with high passenger volume
and a full flying schadule may effectii,ely use a finger scheme for
placement of the aircraft loading positions. Figures 26' and 27
illustrate the basic finger and, frontal configurations of airport de.
sign.

A finjer system is a large number' of loading positions in an
area close to. the center of activities in the terminal building. This
reduces walking distanceS for passengers and rolling distances
for service vehicles.

In a one-level system using either covered or fenced fingers,
the passengers enplane and deplane on the apron level. Serviee
trucks move along eith'er side of the finger to aircraft loading
positions. In a two-level system, trucks operate on the apron level,
and passengers move on the _upper level. In either scheme, pas-
senger and truck routes to the aircraft should not cross unnec-

. essarily.
The number of aircraft loading positions can be held to a Mini-

mum by carefully controlling their use. Using the loading positions
as much as possible produces three important results. (1) saves
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construction costs of unneeded aircraft loading positions, (2) re-.
duces the length of fingers needed fo reach the outermost posi-
tions; and (3) reduces the time and distance required for pas-
sengers or servist vehicles 6 reach the far positions.

Remote loading _positions are in use at sdme airports:- that re-
quire ,more positions than can be suppoited by fingers. This helps.
to reduce walking distance for passengers. The aircraft are parked
at servicing points out on the apron, and passengers are trans-
ported to the aircraft from the terminal by mobile lounge. The ,

passengers board the lounge from the main .concourse of the
terminal without, walking up or down stairs..In the mobile lounge
they are taken to the remote loading pOsition where they enter
the aircraft directly from the lounge. Mobile lounges haves been in
use at Dulles International Airport outside Washington, for,

years. Dulles is one of the rare airports with capacity
for expansion to meet future needs, It was designed specificallyi

hndle jet transports and. is used for Jong range flights. ,

The mobile loungesorigitially purchased for Ilse at Dulles were
built to service aircraft of the period. These older lounges had a
capacity Of 90.6'100 passengers. Later models cdrry 150 or more
people in complete comfort. The-mobile lounge fits tightly against
the building so that passengers can enter without going up or
down' any stairs or ramps. (See Fig, 28) To facilitiate loading, each
lOunge has two entrances. Passengers are, protected from airport
noise and weather while aboard the lounge. On arrival ptthe air-
craft; the lounge, is connected, to the plane 6y a telescoping ramp
whereby passengers can pass from ono, vehicle to the other. FAA
is now studying the feasibility of the Sky-lounge shown in Figure
29 for transporting Passengers between nearby airports.

,

NONE coynom, AND SAFETY FACTORS.I
Problems of noise con trol and safety are important to airport

planners. Both of these are 'vitally important. Airport noise din-
trol and safety consciousness are mandatory if the airport is to fit
into the community. Planes produce a gieatkideal 1,f noise-espec-
ially when landing or taking off, Jet planes emit highelr frequency
sound which' are far, More annoying than the lower frequency
sound produced by propeller-driven aircraft. This noise is an irri-
tation not only to airport neighbors but also to people in thelm-
mediate svicinit of termirfil buildings and maintenance facilities.

'Therefore, ter final planners provide no44 deflecting harriers at
some terminal , .movable covered ramp connect the 'aircraft,
and terminal. These allow passengers to remain indoors.
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No fully satisfactory answers have been foUnd for complaints
of disturbing noise lodged by residents of communities pear air-
ports. A partial solution is found in changing airport flight pat-
teats and.aircraft takeoff procedures. An initial rapid climb at full
thrust to about 1200 feet followed by a reduced rate of climb at
reduced thrust to cruising altitude cuts the ndmiler of complaints,
but this represents a compromise in safety and aircraft efficiency
speed.

It is also possible to reduce complaints by directing low- flying'
aircraft over less densely inhabited areas. A more satisfactory solu-
tion involves the development of devices to 'suppress jet' engine
noise at the source without too serious affecting *fight, %drag,
or power output.

Airport planners today also recognize the need to restirict or
"zone" areas around the airport hi order to reduce noise corn- ,

pliints. Unless such action is taken, homes or businesses are often
constructed in high noise areas around the airport.

Another serious noise prObleth is the so-called sonic boom
produced by airplanes traveling at speeds greater than mach 1,
the speed of sound. The sonic boom is caused by the shock waves
generated by the aircraft. It is a sudden pressure change which
can be heard on the 'ground but not in the plane that produces
it: his shock wave follows the aircraft throughout the gight so
tht sonic boom is a continuing phenomenon. When spersonic
aircraft fly at low altitudes the boom may be strong enough% to,
cause damage. The shock of the 'sonic b6om varies. with- the size
dthe aircraft. .,..

The 10 areas shown, in Figure` :30 are ConsiderOd the mo im-
portant areas for Thither activity in aviation safety researc and
practice. The ultimate aim of safety consciousness is

e,
to help make

V
flying safe. .

.

CARGO TERMINALS
,` . i

The catK terminal is constructed tot handling freight and is
often an interline effort. It ma/ or may not be built adjacent to
the passenger terminal, although such a location facilitates the load-
ing and unloading of freight ca1ried on passenger ights._

The air ter inal *signers consider the entire sh. ment and dis-ri(

Wbution cycle vfhtn they plan to construct a ne terminal or en-
large one alrgady ih user They mast consider t e market and the
volume of Trade. Theydnqst .also consider the speed and effi-
ciency required to process freight for shipping, and they must

o provide for quick and efficient loading. Provisicin must be made

A
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to unloads outprocess, and load the freight to be delivered onto
trucks:

Improved container packaging'has led to large savings in time
and money. Figure 31 shows the basic family of air freight -con-
tainers.

The computer has had a very definite impact on the air cargo
industry. It can analyze cost distribution and discover weaknesses
in the present system.

Automation is a possible solutio,i( to the problem generated by
increased air cargo traffic. Automfiion in the handling of Sir freight
is already easing congestion at, the larger airports. For example,
the Boeing 747 has a very large hold of 214,000 pound cargo
capcity. Shippers, therefore,. must develop a,system of loading and
unloading that can match this capacity. Can you imagine how on
it, would take to load or unload a 747 by hand? Automation
seems to-,be an answer. The following illustrations show some of
the newest terminals and some approaches to the problem of in-
creased traffid,

1. Alipari & Naviecitional %lids. 1mProve.navigational and landing aids at
inadequately equipped airports including maintenance, testing, and trained
personnel. -

Z. Loss of Controlgurbutence. Continue studies on turbulence, including
training, instrumentation, meteorological factors, especially methods for
detection.

3. Em'erwancy EVeceation. Review evacuation procedures to accommodate
larger. passenger loads and for new types of structures. Reappraise current
techniques.

4. Economics of Safety. Develop parameters for cost effectiveness of safety
equipMent vs; losses from accidents.

S. Crash Fire Protection. Provide "on4oard" fire protection thru suppression
of ignition sources, ,containmenf of fuel, and rapid evacuatio facilities.

4. Weather information. Improve adequacy and dissemination of information, '4..

particulatly on weather hazards, including thunderstorms, fogIdng, tur
butane..

7. V /,STOL Devsiopment. Conduct operational suitability testing, wit) am
phasic on safsty.factors.

I. Genera Aviation. Improve ! raining programs, expand methods for dii
seminating forecatts we'ather data in "plain,,language".form, provide
Inherent stability and erashwerthiness in pn'oratei aircraft.

9. Collision Avoidance. Atlerute development of proximity warning devices
in (fight of new techno ogy, to anticipate Increased congestion.

1.0. Component Reliability. Use quality , control, system monitoring, and re
liability analysis, as an Important pact ,of engine, ng design and opera.
tional planning to seduce malfunctions.

figure 30. Safety Research Areas.
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CIVIL AVIATION AND FACLLITIES

AIRPORT IMPROVEMENTS

Under the 1970 Airport and Airway Development Act, $2.5
billion is now available from Federal funds over. a 10-year period
ending 30 June 1980. At the. present time, local agencies must
provide half of the funds needed for airport' improvement or new
development. The FAA provides the remaining half. It is ex-
pected that future legislation will increase the Federal share of
matching funds to 75 percent and to continue the program be-
yond the 30 June 1980 expiration date.

Distribution of airport development funds qv er the period 1973-
82 would be controlled in accordance with ,the current FAA
Aviation System Plan with pr glary systems getting 52 percent, sec-
ondary systems 28 percent, and feeder airports 20 percent. New
airports would get more of the money than that spent for improv-

,
DISTRIBUTION OF 'AIRPORT DEVIOPMENT

ASSISTANCE (ADAP)

5-YEAR
PERIOD,

PURPOSE 1973.77

. 5.Y
RIOD,

1978.82

10AR
PERI D,
19 82

Peron

A. Development of existing airports in-
Primary system 28.1

I n.8Secondary system ,
Feeder system 17.6

Percent

4.4 .

10.6i......

4.5

Percent

18.3

17.8

12.1
-..,

Subtotal 68.5 19.5 48.2

B. Establishment of new ,airports in-
k

Primary system . 15.9 60.5

Secondary system . 8.8 12.9 10.5

Feeder system ..' . 6.8 7.6 7.1.
Subtotal 31.5 80.5 511

Total ±...... 4 100.0 100.0 100.0

C. Estimtited lerels of assistance (billions) $1.40 $1.15 $2.55

Summary of Fedora Funding for Airport
Development Program, 1973.82

PROGRAM 1972 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978.82 1973.82

$280 $2801 3280 $280 $280 $1,150 $2,550
PIantting grants. 15 15 15 15 IS . 75 150

Total4rimts 295 295 295 295 295 1,225 2,700

Figure 32. Plan' Airport Funding. .
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g existing airports.
ortion would go fo
See Fig. .32)

AIRPORTS

If the airport construction funds, a major
the building of 12 new primary airports.

The FAA recognizes many potential problemt areas in the Avia-
tion System Plan. ;The environmental effects of airport upgrading
and building cause. a great deal of public resentment and unfav-
orable reaction. .Noise, pollutants, land use, and airport access
facilities constitute, the major source of public reaction. Unless, solu-
tions to these prOblems are found, many needed airport develop-
ment and building projects may be slopped. Especially constrain-
ing are the environmental blocks to V/ STOLports and heli-
ports beCause of their closer proximity to densely populated areas.

The Aviation System Plan does much to overcome many
problems by promoting area cooperation, standardizing design,
providing assistance and guidance, and making studies.

The next 10 years should bring improved airport lighting, fire
protection, offshore airports and heliports, fog dispersal systems,
'snow and ice removal, sand traffic sensing devices to aid ground
controllers. Passengers will benefit from improved traffic flow to
and from airports, high-speed exits and entrances, aircraft trans-
potters, and new and better programs for accident prevention.

1%0RI1S 10I) PIM

Federal Airport Act \
National Airport SySteth
National AviatiOn System Plan
aircraft movements
prAailing winds

10 Kt NIFNIBI R

rotating beacon
runway lights
obstruction lights
control tower
airport terminal building
sonic bodm

QC1scioNs

I. The Federal Airport Act set up a substantial aid program. What can the
money be usell fOr?

2. Why are airports necessary?

3. Why are most airports located at a distance from the cities they, serve?

4, Review the baSic facilities at an airport.

5. Describe a mobile lounge.

6. Suggest solutions for three problems facing airports today.

7. What factors should be coo ittdered in an airport terminal design?
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THINGS TO DO

1 This chapter can lead to several interesting projects. The most obvious
project of course, is to, visit 'an airport. However, simply going to an airport
and looking around is not going to show you what you read about in this
chapter, The part of the airport which you sec as- a traveler is the part
designed for the public. Your trip to an airport should be arranged in
advance with either one of the comqiercial airlines at the airport or with
tht airport management. See if you can arrange to see the "backstage"
operations: scheduling, air freight movement. etc. You can also follow
up on the problem areas discussed in this chapter. the airport noise prob-
lem, the cargo loading problem, the passenger movement problem. etc.

2. Design an airport terminal that meets modern needs .

3 St. Louis. Missouri has had difficulty in selecting a new site for a major
airport. See if yod can find out some of the reasons for their situation.

SUGGVTIONS FOR Ft RTHER READING

Bernardo. James V. 4`vianan ill the Modern 'World. New York. E. P. Dutton
& Co.. Inc.. 19601

Federal Aviation Azdministiation. The National Asiation 5)stemPlan 1971-
1980. US Government Printing Office. Washington. D.C.. 1970.

Horonjeff, Robeilt. Planning and De.sign of Airports. New York. McGraw-
Hill. 1962.

.ti
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Cha pter 5

.,

THIS HAPTER deals'. with c ntrolling aircraft in the air. You ,
will re d about the early h story and. gradtkil developmeint
of air t affic control. You ill then take/2 simulated fli ht
which Will deirionstrate ham/ today's air traffic Control dev' es -
and pr educes. work. Doing. this "fli t," you. will see ow
modern navigational aids are a pa of the air traffic c ntrol
operation. Finally, you will read about .some proble areas
and some future developments' in air traffic contr . After
you have studied this chapter, you should be able o do the
following: (1) outline -the development of air tra ffic control
and show how this development .parallels that of he s;
'(2) discuss how today's air traffic control guides nes from
one airport to another; and (3), list some probl and paten- .
tial solutions involving air traffic control.

. ,/

JUST AS it is important to regulate and control train, bus, and
auto traffic operating on this Nation's highways, it is also im-

portant to regulate and aontrol traffic operating in the skies. Al-
though airways provide paths for planes to follow thrOugh the
air, these airways are three-dimensional. they have height, as well ,

as length and width. This three- dimensional aspect Of airplane
flight Makes the problem of air traffic control far. more difficult
than that of surface traffic control. Even when alirplanes slow .

91 .
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down, their pilots have to keep the above a certain minimum
speed (the stalling speed). Air traffic, then, is traffic continually in
motion.

Control of air traffic is a service of the F1ederal Government.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)i charged with con-
trolling air traffic in the United States. To in ure that air traffic
moves safely and efficiently from point to poi u t, the FAA main-
tains several different kifacts hf air tralfic contr 1 (ATC)*
Some of these facilities "just grew", others a e relatively recent
additions to ATC.

DEN EA:IMF:NT OF ATC

The present intficate air traffic control syste
with the airmail j:ervlce. It can be traced back
War I barnstoming' era. Between 1918 and 1

Office Departmelp secured, maintained, and ope
aircraft to provide airmail service.

A pilot fled' "by the scat of his pants" fro
and the ma.4. of through. Navigating the earl
pended on the pilots being able to see the
out where He was by means of visual landm
aids, howeier, came to the assistance of the ai
and provided the beginning of today's highly
traffic c 'trot system.

A cha of radio stations, built between 1920. d 1921, was the
first miPr aid to the early airmail! pilots. Used 'primarily for
weather information, these ground-based radio-telegraph stations
provided pilots with advance weather information for subsequent
legs 0 their flights. These early radio aids were really the first
step ip the complicated communications network which forms a
substantial portion of toclay's air traffic control.

These early mail flights took place during the day. The Post
Office Department, however, naturally sought ways to enable
pilots to fly the mails during the hours of darkness, its well. As
we discussed in Chapter 1, by 1926 a system of light beacons
had been built, extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific. These
fights enabled pilots to fly, theoretically, around the clock, from
New York to San Francisco. This light line was the second long
step forward, elementary as it seems to us today, in the develop-
ment of a country-wide air traffic control system.

had its beginning
o the post World
26, the US Post
ated a number of

point to point,
mail planes de-_,

round and figure
rks. Navigational
all service pilots
sophisticated. air

ATC, unfortunately. stands for two things Air Training Command and Air Traffic
Control In this chapter. ATC will mean Air Traffic .Control



AIR fRAFFIC CONTROL.

A jor problem in these ,early attempts to assist pilots was
that pi ots could not alwayS see the lights! The Post Office
Department, the Artily, the Navy, and the ,National $ureau of
Standards had been at work, devising new and better ways of
usipg radio equipMefit tQ guide the pilots and their planes. Up to
this point, the use of radio had been confined to radio-telegraph
(Morse, code) SeridiP4 and receiving equipment installed in only a
small number,bf airPlaries on an experimental basis.

The new system invplved the use of low and medium frequency
radio ranges and the establishment of four electronically derived
courses' 100 eqabled the pilot to determine his directions and to

by listening to the radio signals. Thisnavigate actpss. she, country
was another tnkjor stgp in the evolution of the concept of air
traffic control,;

One extrembly significant result of the establishrnent of the
,low frequency radio ranges was the establishment of airways.
Airways pre desigbated paths through the airspace, actually, air-

.

ways are air highrays. It is important to understand that the air-
ways are definecl by radio aids to navigation. Airways grew as
air trgffic grew! just as railroad lines grew connecting popula-
tion centers. These early airways were designed by color and
flumber.,,, Red, green, blue, and amber airways crisscrossed the
country.

The first semblance of an airways system was established with
these color deCigpated airways. It served as a valuable tran..-
tional device !POD visual navigation to electronic navigaM:
HOweyer, the OM still'had to listen to the radio signals which de-
fined the airways, and he had only four defined - airways to follow.

The demand fot other than just fair weather flying raised a'
complex problem. its answer, accurate and safe instrument flight,
brought with it need for specific air traffic control. The de-
vices which airp'ys had used to help airplanes land, including
flags, flares, Lights; and ground signals, were no lohger sufficient,
Expediting the mc'y of aircraft and preventing collisions be-
tween aircraft flOtg, under limited visibility conditions were be-
corning incroasinkly iml)ortant. This was especially true around the
major airline, terminals when aircraft on_the same or, converging
airways were flying "on instruments."

As a result, the airlines requested and obtained the approval
of the Bureati of Air Commerce to establish their own traffic
control officers' at the irnportant airports. Each of these air traffic
control offices was organized as an independent operation con-
trolled by the airline manager at the airport chosen. Newark,
Chicago, and Cleveland were the sites of the first traffic control
offices.
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This traffic service was designed for *line use in the interest of
increasing the safety of their own operation. The service was made
available without charge to' all private, military, and other Govern-
ment aircraft using the airways. In this way, the airlines were able
to keep track of the proximity, (closeness) and movement of other
aircraft in the area.

As longer non-stop flights began and air traffic in general in-
creased, congestion began to occur along the airways farther from
the airports. Traffic to and from other airports along the airways
had to be fitted in with that leaving from and arriving at the Main
terminals. It became apparent that 'there was a need for control
farther out along the airways than the airline officers were pre-
pared to handle. A unified nationwide control of air traffic could
provide an answer to this growing problem. -

In 1936, the Bureau of Air Commerce 'took over control of
air traffic along the airways. The Bureau arranged to take over
the three airline- traffic control offices then in operation. This was
the nucleus of our present system of air traffic control and aids to
navigation' under the direction of the Federal Governnient.

The passage in 1938 of the Civil Aeronautics Act marked the
start of a new era in civil aviation. This Piece of legislation consoli-
dated the various GOvernment agencies which dealt with the ex-
panding aviation industry, among them the Bureau of Air Com-
merce. Under the ritiv Government structure, the fait- growing air
traffic control operation was handled by the Civil Aeronautics
Authority. This Government body expanded the jurisdiction of the
three original airline traffic control offices outward to control larger
areas. Additional offices were created as the need dictated' and
funds became available.

A reorganization plan of 1940 transferred the air traffic control
function to the newly created Civil Aeronautics Administiation un
der the Department of Commerce. The entry of the United States
into World War II slowed down the application of new .technology
to air traffic control in civilian aviation, but the war accelerated
military applicatiops of new idehs such as the use of radar. After
the war, radar became the chief tool of the air traffic controller,
especially at heavily used airports apid on heavily congested air-

.ways.
Many new navigational aids have taken the place of the early,

_simple "clock.and-compass" used by pre-World War H pilots. At
the same time, the Federal Government has kept pace with the
growing complexities involved in controlling the ever- increasing
volume of air traffic. Passage in 1958 of the Federal Aviation
Act incorporated the functions of the Civil Aeronautics Administra-
tion into the Federal Aviation Agency, including air traffic contrIl.
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The Federal Aviation Ageitcy maintains centers. for research
and development in traffic control. ral high-level government
task forces have closely examined e present state' of air traffic
control and has:Ve made re mmendations for the 'future develop-
ment of aids to aircraft I tovement.

Airport traffic control, an increasingly important part of air
traffic control, was left to the owners and operatois of the various

.i'rports until World War II., The need gradually emerged fur
entralized control and regulation of airport traffic, and ,the, Fed-

er'ai Government took over, control of airport traffic to centrale"./ ,
its regulation in. a single agency which would follow ,.a single
set of procedures. Today's Federally conirolled airport traffic coa7
trol forms a highly important seginent of overall air traffic control.

Arc' IN ACTION
\

A hypotIptical flight from Oklahoma City's Wiley Post Airport ,

to Love Field in Dallas will serve as an illustration of ATC,
world. For this trip, we 'will use an airplane with a complete set
of navigational equipment, and we wilL use almost every facility
the Freral Aviation Administration (''/CA)-provides., (See Fig. 3.3)

In NI booklet, we have used only a ffw of the common abbreviations.`
'which form a large part of the air traffic controller's vocabulary. You may
encounter many of these abbreviations in your own reading on ;air traffic
tontrol The following list of air traffic control terms includes their usual
abbreviations, and the terms themselves are explained in the t;xt of this
booklet .

Aiwa Surveillance Radar (ASR),
Ai! Route Surveil mice Radar (ARSR)

Air, Route Traffic C ntrol Center (ARTCC)
Automatib Death In relninge System (ADIS)

Flight Service Station (FSS)
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR); Visual Flight Rules (VF1t)

Instrument Landing System (ILS)
Pilot Weather Rept:Iris (PIft.EPS)
Precision Approach Radar (PAR),

Radar Approach 'Control (RAP,CON)
'Radar Bright' Display Equipment (RBDE)

Radar- Microwave Zink (RML)
Remote Center Air Ground (RCAG)

Remote Transmitter and /or Receives Site (RTR)
Tactical Air Naviggtion (TACAN)

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) ,*

VeryHigh Frequency (VHF)
Very High Fi:equency Direction Finder (VHF/1)F)

Very High Frequency Omni Directional Range (VOR)

figura 33. Air Traffic Control Terms.
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Planning Our Flight

) We first obtain a weather briefing, and we have to file a flight
plan. Weather conditions along our path of flight are extremely
important and will determine whether or not we fly at all. Hun-
dreds of FAA and National Weather Service facilities make
weather observations periodically and provide observations and
forecasts ,to all interested points. Collection and distribution of this
data requires, an extensive and complex network of Teletype sys-
tems.

basics eletypewriter operates at 100 words per minute,
whiCh :s fast enough for local or area operations but which be
comes too slow to handle national weather traffic. A faster system
called the Automatic Data Interchange System collects data from
the basic teletype circuit and transmits it. throughout the Nation.
This system may be programmed to print out weather information
at the basic Teletype speed is the informatiOn comes in on the
high speed line.

Since we are interested in weather at Dallas, the operator would
have programmed the system to print out the Dallas weather con-
ditions in the following formai:2

KEY TO AVIATION WEATHER REPORTS. ,
.4444.1K,04..e. ,4<yy / vtili

DAL lSFI 1501.95 el 4.11 K 132 L58156 I"' /993/ 6 SS/ RHOS 0 RI8VR34.

OECOOEO REPORT
.

OALLAS SPECIAL OBSERVATION. 1600 FEET SCATTEREO CLOUOS.
MEASURE() CEILING 2600 FEET OVERCAST. VISIBILITY 4 MILES. LIGHT
RAIN. N. SMOKE. SEA BEVEL PNESSUJIE 1013.2 MILLIBARS. TEMPERATURE
68 F. OEWPOINT 56 F. WINO 180 7 KNOTS. ALTIMETER SETTING 29.93
I CHES. PILOT REPORTS TOP OF OVERCAST 5600 MSL. RAIN BEGAN 6
MINUTES PAST THE HOUR. OVERCAST OCCASIONALLY BROKEN, RUN
WAY 18 VISUAL RANGE 3200 FEET.

+ S INDICATES THAT REPORT CONTAINS IMPORTANT CHANGE
\

Typical Teletypewriter Message Showing Weather. Conditions.
The Bottom Part Shows The Key to Interpreting the
Message.. '

Figure 34. Teletype Woolhr Mssag
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Although weather conditions, as shoWn in Figure 34, do not
look very favorable, there does not appear to be, any turbulence
which would endanger the aircraft. It may V' necessary to fly a
part of the route an instruments due to la& ceilings and limited
Visibility, Following good flight procedures, we will get a complete
weather briefing.

Filing our Flight Plan.The next step is filing the flight plan.
A flight plan alerts Flight Service Rations (FSS) along our route
of flight that we are coming their way. Each FSS will also provide
us with additional weatlfer information, barometric pressure set-
tings for our altimeter, and notify other stations of our progress.
It is important to call each FSS, since this facility may initiate
search and rescue activities if we are more than ;one hour over-
due. We contact the local FSS and file this flight plan. (See Fig.
35)

Next, a Flight Specialist enters information from our flight plan
into a teletype network (Fig. 36) very simi'ar to the one which
handled weather data. From here it will proceed to flight service
stations all along our route and be printed out at 100 words per
minute, They know we are coming and approximately what time
to expect us.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

FLIGHT PLAN
Form Approvod

OMB 140. 0410072

I TM 1 AIRCRAFT
IDENTIFICATION

/

1 AIRCRAFT TYPO,
SPICIAt EQUIPMENT

C / 7 12 Ai

4 TRUE
AIRSPEED

/ 2 C. ITS

I DEPARTURE POINT

P till4

I ORPARTURE TIME 7 CRUISING
ALTITUDE

35-00

PIOPOSIO al

/9°C
ACTUAL 121

/ile...
YFR

III
N/69# 0

11 ROUTE Of FLIGHT

/pv A Oka ADM It/ il.. 17AL - 4 eve FL 0

t DESTINATION illtmo of
attiWt 1.1 etri

j. 6 VIE"
pAii../4..5

It EST TIME !MOUT& II IIIIPARICS

HOURS

/

MINIMS

5 6.
11 FM. ON .110ARD II AlT(INATI AMOR] Si i Pii.01 SHAN! AODRISS I iti.1,110NI 70041111, AIRCRAFT HOW SASE

Jahn' "Pe ta
,at ,S 7- nIAN6A,es

(kill fie NIA Cr ri_ 4.1a g NeAM

it NUIPIER
ASGARD

2.

HOURS

6-

HINUTIS

6,0
'It C01.011 OF AIRCRAFT

474.0/5/ L. V:6-K1 CLOSE VFR FLIGHT PLAN WITH FSS ON ARRIVAL

I Figure 35. Flight Plan.
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DESTINATION

Figure 36. Teletype Netwoik.

PREPARIMG FOR THE F LIGITT.First WC perform the preflight in-
spection; and after engines are started and the preflight inspec-
tion is complete, we are ready to taxi for takeOff. We tune our
radio to 121.7 MHz (Ground Control frequency) and ask for taxi
instructions.
Aircraft: WILEY POST GROUND CONTROL THIS IS

CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER FOUR BRAVO AT HANGAR
4 READY TO TAXI. VFR FLIGHT PLAN TO DALLAS
LOVE FIELD. OVER.

FAA Ground Control: NINER FOUR BRAVO, WILEY POST
GROUND CONTROL, RUNWAY ONE SEVEN. WIND
ONE EIGHT ZERO AT ONE ZERO. ALTIMETER TWO
NINER EIGHT. TAXI NORTH ON RAMP. HOLD SHORT
RUNWAR ONE SEVEN.

Aircraft: NINER FOUR BRAVO. ROGER.
Ground Control has advised us that we will be taking off to the
south (runway heading 170-) with a wind from 180" at 10 knots.
We have our instructions and taxi to the run-up area adjacent
to the runway. At this point, a check is made of the engide and
controls for proper operation. After this checkout the transmit-
ter- receiver frequency is changed to 119.7 MHz (Tower frequency)
to request takeoff instructions.
Aircraft. WILEY POST TOWER, CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER

FOUR BRAVO READY FOR TAKEOFF.
FAA Control' Tower: NINER FOUR BRAVO CLEARED FOR

IMMEDIATE TAKEOFF.
Aircraft: WILEY POST TOWER, NINER FOUR BRAVO. -

ROGER.
The controller anti aircraft are communicating through a trans-
mitting and receiving site (Fig. 37):
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Figure 37. Communications Transmitting and Receiving Site.

From the tower, the voice goes over phone lines to the trans-
mitter and from the antenna to the airplane receiver, the pilot
replies, and his reply is picked up by the receiver antenna,
then the voice goes back to the control tower over the phone
line. Several frequencies are usually available to permit more than.
one controller and pilot to converse simultaneously. This site is
called the Remote Transmitter and/or Receiver Site. In addition
to the Very High Frequencies (VHF) we are using, Ultra High
Frequencies (UHF) are also available.

We should make a list of the frequencies we may be using dur-
ing our trip for communications and navigation. The exact fre-
quency to use at each place is shown on the Sectional Chart or,
the Airman's Informational Manual (AIM).

The Flight
^ -

During the course of our flight, we will be using almost ail the
navigational and ATC facilities in general use today. While this is
a bit unusual, we think it will give you a better idea of the many
aids that are available to guide and direct an aircraft in the, air to-

, day.

VOR Nm !GA ipN.We are now in the air, and we climb to the
altitude at which we intend to fly. We are leaving the airport
traffic area, and must tune in the Oklahoma City VHF Omnidi-
rectional Range (VOR) to get onto the course we intend to fly.
By using VOR, a pilot can select courses at I intervals providing
360 flyable VOR radials (courses).

1 fi6
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Figure 35. VOR Setting.

The first step is to tune the VOR frequency, see Figure 38, in
this case to 115.0 MHz. We listen to the identification to be sure
we have selected the proper station. Some VORs have a recorded
voice giving the station identification, but all VORs send out the
identification in code each six seconds. The identification for Okla-
homa City-is OKC; or as we would hear it: r --t
. in code (See Fig. 39).

A ALFA .- N NOVEMBER
B 'BRAVO - . . 0 OSCAR -
C CHARLIE - . - . P PAPA . - - .
D DELTA - . . Q QUEBEC - -
E ECHO . R ROMEO . .

F FOXTROT . . - S SIERRA . . .

G 'GOLF - - T TANGO' -
H HOTEL . . U UNIFORM . .

I INDIA . . V VICTOR . . .

J JULIET . - W WHISKEY .

K KILO - . - X X RAY - .

L LIMA . - . Y YANKEE - . - -
M MIKE - - Z ZULU - - . .
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At this time, we tune the VHF transmitter to 122.1 MHz and
call the Oilah6ma City FSS to report the actual time of takeoff.
Aircraft: OKLAHOMA CITY RADIO, THIS IS .CESSNA ONE
FIVE NINER FOUR BRAY() OFF AT ZERO FIVE, VFR

FLIGHT PLAN FROM OKLAHOMA CITY TO DALLAS.
PLEASE ACTIVATE MY FLIGHT PLAN. .OVER.

FSS: CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER FOUR BRAVO, ROGER,
ACTIVATING YOUR FLIGHT PLAN AT ZERO FIVE.
The next step is to tune the course selector, Figure 40, to the

desired course, to take us over the VOR facility. To visualize the
proper course, look at the layout of magnetic directions around
the VOR as shown on the Sectional Chart (Figures 41 & 42).

To get to the 'VOR, we must fly a magnetic course of 218°
to the facility. The bearing ,selector should now be tuned to a
course of 218°.

Notice that we now have an indication on the deviation indi-
cator. The needle is deflected to the right, and since we fly the
needle, we correct our heading to the right to intercept the 218'
radio?! When the needle is centered, we are on course. If we
overcorrect, the needle will point left, indicating fly left.

At the same time that the deviation indicator began working,
the TO-FROM indicator showed an indication of TO. This means
that our course is taking us nearer the station.

As we follow this course, the needle begins to move back
forth and finally moves to FROM, an indication that we have.
just passed over or by the station and are moving FROM it

Now we turn the Bearing Selector to 145° and make a left
turn to intercept this radio). The deflection indicator needle points

Figure 40. Cour,* Sitting.

101
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"V+ ,`"T".",",

NIA.. 41. VORS on Staional Chart.

in the direction to *.'left deflection means fly left, Tight deflec-
lion indicates fly right, and in the center means on course. Notice
that 145° is. a Victor Airway labeled with the designation V163

Although there are many ways of. using VOR indications, this
simple explanation is adequate as long as the compass heading
of the aircraft agrees within several degrees of the desired VOR
radied lo be flown.

Let's compare VOR flying to flying a compass., heading. No
wind drift calculaiion is required,' magnetic deviation and variation
computations .are tinnecessary, and the accuracy of each radial of
the VOR is within 1,°. In general the VOR makes for more effort.
less, more accurate, and safer flying. It allows us to precisely navi-
gate aver ground we may not even see.

,TheaOR operates, in the frequen4 range of 108-118 MHz.
Dual sets of equipment are installed at each location and are
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electronically monitored. If a transmitter fails, the monitor switches
to the standby transmitter and places it in operation. If the standby
equipment fails, the monitor will shut the entire facility down and
sound an alarm at a control point. A technician must then repair
the equipment and certify it as a usable facility.
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TACAN.Now that we are outbound ifrom the first VOR, a
check on our position may be made iv Tactical Air Naviga-
tion (TACAN). Our airborne equipment, called an interrogator,
will ask the ground station what our distance is from it and will
also indicate the direction of the ground station froin s. VOR

TACAN,
and TACAN are usually installed in the same building d called
VORTAC. The VOR station we are using also h TACAN,
Figure 43, so we,pow select channel 97.

The interrogator dials rotate as they search for .the reply from
the ground station. When the reply is received.; the dials show the
distance from our plane to the TACAN.

The other instrument is indicating 325", which is the azimuth
of the ground station from us.

These readings confirm that we are on a course of 145" FROM
the VORTAC or, in other words, that it is at 325°, 20 miles be-
hind us.
' Our next VOR, Ardmore, VOR is ahead of us and it is time
to retune our VOR receiver to 116.7 MHz. The Bearing Selec-
tor should be changed to 153° which will take us to the VOR.
When we cross over the VOR station, the TO-FROM indicator
will switch to FROM and we will change our to 135°.
VOR are spaced about 50 to 100 miles apart and provide a
reception distance up to approxiinately. 180 miles, depending upon
the altitude of the aircraft. The altitude we are flying would pro-
vide us with a range of from 50 to 100 miles!

At 15 minutes past the hour weather reports are broadcast over
the voice channel of the VOR. .

This is Ardmore area radio, time one-five, aviation weather,
Ardmore: ceiling-5,000, broken. visibility, 4, light drizzle,
fog: temperature 58, Dew point 57, wind 170 degrees, 6

N`

.Figuri 43. TACAN Instrum*nts.
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Figur* 44. Aircraft OveryOR and Reporting toFS.S.

knots, altimeter rwt nin? //find. 'twtF.`-titis is ;Ardmore _ a;eia
radio.

The ceiling is lowering, and the visibility is decreasing. Instru-
ment flying will probably be necessary before 1 g

The VOR is below us now, and it is time to eport to. the lo-
cal Flight Service Station (See Fig. 44). Tune t transmitter to
122.1 MHz and call the FSS.
Aircraft: ARDMORE RADIO THIS IS CESSN ONE FIVE

NINER FOUR BRAVO, OVER.
FSS: CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER FOUR BRA 0 THIS IS

ARDMORE RADIO, GO AHEAD.
Aircraft: NINER FOUR BRAVO OVER-,AR15M RE VOR,

3,500, VFR FLIGHT PLAN FROM OKLAHOMA CITY ,TO
DALLAS, OVER.

FSS: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, OVER A DMORE
RADIO, 3,500, ARDMORE ALTIMETER TWO NINER
NINER TWO, ARDMORE, OUT.
Communications has again played an important 'role in the

safety of our flight. The Flight Specialist can send ovr position
report over the Teletype Net to our next reporting ,)ooint, in a
matter of seconds. (See Fig. 45)

IFR.Ardmore has been broadcasting Special Aviation
Weather Reports and Pilot Weather Reports (PIREPS) which
indicate mild turbulence and near zero visibility. The weather is
definitely closing in. To continue flying VFR, we must stay
clear of low visibility areas. Our choice is between turning back
or to continue the flight under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR).
If we did not have an FAA approved instrument rating, we
would be forced to turn back, but in this case, we will go on.
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1 .

.

. Figur. 45. Enroutt ATC Radar.

$ i' 'et . " * bi , ...",
Again we call Ardmore Radio, this time to request a .change" in
flight plan from VFR to 1FR. . .
Aircraft: ARDMORE RADIO THIS IS CESSNA ONE FIVE

NINER FOUR BRAVO, OVER. .

FSS: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, ARDMORE RADIO,
GO AHEAD. i

.

Aircraft. ARDMORE RADIO, CESSNA NINEli FOUR BRAVO,
ANTICIPATE INSTRUMENT FLYING CONDITIONS IN
APPROXIMATELY THREE ZERO MINUTES. REQUEST
YOU CANCEL MY VFR FLIGHT PLAN FROM WILEY POST
AIRPORT TO LOVE FIELD AND REQUEST IFR CLEAR-
ANC TO DESTINATION, OVER.

FSS. C
...

SNA NINER FOUR.BRAVO, ARDMORE RADIO, GO
AHEAD WITH YOUR IFR FLIGHT RLAN, OVER.

Aircraft: ARDMORE RADIO. CESSNA NINER FOUR
BRAVO, REQUEST VICTOR ONE FIVE BLUE RIDGE
DIRECT LOVE FIELD, REQUESTING 4000 FEET. OVER.
Ardmore Radio now contacts the Air Route Traffic Control

Center (ARTCC) and advises the operatOr of our requested route
and altitude. Notice that we have requested a change in altitude
from 3500 to 4000 feet, Altitudes arc different for VFR and
IFR flights. This is another safety feature to malc4 sure that air-
craft have proper separation. ARTCC approves our IFR flight
plan and issues a clearance to Ardmore Radio for relay to the
aircraft. Ardmore Radio issues the clearance, radar beacon codes,
and the radio frequency changes needed to contact Fort Worth
ARTCC. . i
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FSS: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, THIS IS ARDMORE
RADIO, CLEARANCE, OVER.

Aiicraft: ARDMORE RADIO, CESSNA NINER FOUR
BRAVO READY TO COPY, OVER.

FSS: ATC CLEARS CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO TO
LOVE FIELD AIRPORT VIA VICTOR ONE FIVE BLUE
RIDGE DIRECT. CLIMB AND MAINTAIN 4000 ON VIC-
TOR ONE FIVE, SQUAWK ONE ONE ZERO ZERO AND
CONTACT FORT WORTH CENTER ON ONE TWO EIGHT
POINT ONE. OVER.

Aircraft: ARDMORE RADIO, ROGER, cESSNA NINER. ,r.

FOUR BRAVO, OUT. ,

Ardmore Radio has introduced a new terim=squawk. This re-
fers .to special radar beacon equipment which allows the radar
operator to positively identify a specific aircraft on a radar scope.
When the pilot sets the requested settings in the aircraft trans-
ponder, the radar operator can, read this special code or squawk
on his scope. This is another safety feature in aircraft control.
We will discuss it more later. Even though the Fort Worth ARTCC
is out of our radio range, we are now being monitored by radar
(Fig. 46) and may still communicate with them over tilt Remote

411

Figur* 46. El.ctronit Aircraft Identification and RADAR Stop*.
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Center Air Ground (RCAG) communication sites which act as
extended voices and ears for the Center. The voice from thi con-
troller is carried over telephone lines to RCAG sites where it is
transmitted to us, our transmission is received by the RCAG and
relayed to the controller over telephone lines.

The ARTCC is connected to many of these remote sites pro-
viding full coverage of the dontrol area. This means that for the
duration of our flight we can maintain effective communications
although we may be many miles from .the center itself. The site
we aretisint now is located on mountain near Ardmore and
is kept in operation by electronic technicians from Ardmore.

The frequencies in use at each of these sites may be paired;
for example, each communications channel includes one VHF
transmitter and receiver and one UHF transmitter and receiver,
both of these having automatic. standby equipment to assume op-
eration in case of, failure or malfunction of the main equipment%
or in case of commercial power failure.

Standby Engine Generators are also installed with many other
navigational aids. This is especially important since usually the .same
elements which wreck utility power lines occgr during the time

when' the aircraft needs assistance most. These units are capable
of sensing power failure, starting the engine, and assuming the full
load in about seven seconds. The larger units of the type used at
the ARTCC produce 550,000 watts each. enough to supply a
medium size tawri with all its power requirements.
" We 'now climb to 4000 feet, make the necessary frequency
changes, "end contact the Fort Werth Center.
Aircraft: FORT 5/ORTH CENTER, THIS IS CESSNA ONE

FIVE MINER FOUR BRAVO, OVER: 4

Center: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, FORT WORTH
CENTER, GO AHEAD. OVER.

Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO OUT OF 3500 FOR
4000, SQUAWKING ONE O

C.enter: CESSNA NINER FO BRAVO, IDENT, OVER.
ZERO ZERO, OVER.

Aircraft: ROGER. .

Center. CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO.,RADAR CONTACT
FIVE MIL SOUT'HEAS'T ARDMORE . VOR; REPORT.

. REACHING 4000. OVER.
Aircraft: ROGER

IDENT refers to the radar beacon equipment. When the pilot
gushes a switch. on hi§ transponder, it causes a larger return on
the radar operator's scope.

Upon completion of our climb, we call the Forth Worth Cen-
ter, and report. .

,'
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Aircraft: FORT WORTH CENTER, CESSNA NINER FOUR
BRAVO LEVEL AT 4000, OVER.

Center: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, ROGER. '
RADAR.The controller is the center will observe our progress

on his radar indicator. During the flight it is,. his responsibility to
advise us of other aircraft which may be in our area and to re-
route any aircraft which may. be in danger of collisiOn. The long
range radar tit controller is using is. called Air Route Surveil-
lance Radar and has a range of up to 200 miles. This means that

a either the radar at Oklahoma City or the one just north of Fort
Worth could be watching us.

Even though We pre irf rain clouds, this radar can .see us lie-
cause of a feajure called circular ,polarization. This feature elim-
inates the radar echoes of nrst &the heavy rain so the controller
can watch the aircraft, Another nice feature of this radar. is the
ability to. show only targets which are moving. This ,preventS
the radar display from being cluttered and simplifies the ,contreller's
duties.

The chance of radar failure. is very slight, since each. site has
two complete radar systems, in case cif malfunction the oilier radar.
takes over.

Here is a fitile probflein. If we are being scanned by radar» in
Oklahoma City, how does the ',controller _ in the Fort ,Worth
ARTCC see us? This calls for a system to move the racial- infor-
mation from Oklahoma City to Fort Worth, *Radar Microwave
Link is used. Actually this system is a number of receiver-trans-
mitter sites, located about 25 miles apart, which receive, amplify,
and transmit the signal to the next site.

When' The radar signal arrives at the ARTCC, it .is converted
to a television type display which, allows the controller to view
the presentation with a fairly high level of surrounding light.
Ther equipment which performs this conversion is called Radar
Bright Display Equiiniien7.

The d4layed presentation shows to the controller the piesent
location of the aircraft as well as a trail indicating several minutes
of previous position.

ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION. - 2-Increasing air traffic
has made it difficult for the controller to identify or distinguish
various aircraft being monitored. To help solve this problem, a
secondary radar system called Air Traffic Control Radar Bea-
con System has been developed. Remember, our earlier discussion
of squawk.' The controller can assign our aircraft a code number.
Then, when the ground equipment interrogates put `airborne trans
fonder, it will reply or squawk our assigned code.

109
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, The code which is assigned to the aircraft will be immediately
t displayed, for the contrbller's use. This is especially important in

congested areas where many aircraft are in the air and identifica-
tion is..difficult. Aiicrafir beacon transponders are in use that can
algo report the aircraft altitude. A new video mapper has been de-
veloped which will not only permit the controller to tell the pilot
where other aircraft are, but he can also tell him his position; in
relation to grouted obgiructions such as towgrs and "granite clouds"

di (mountains). .

Secure in our knowledge that we are in safe hands, we con-
tinue our flight to a point approximately 40 miles from the Dallas

_VOR (refer to Fig. 47). There, the Fort Worth ARTCC changes

7626
1 I

Figur* 47. aranouticar &teflon Chart, Dallos.Fort ;Worth ANN).
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our radar beacon code and gives us a hand-off to the Dallas-Fort
Worth Radar Approach Control (RAPCON).
Center: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, FORT WORTH

CENTER, OVER.
Aircraft: FORT WORTH CENTER, THIS IS CESSNA, NINER

POUR BRAVO, GO AHEAD. OVER.
Center: CESSNA NINER. FOUR BRAVO YOU ARE NOW IN

RANGE. OF APPROACH CONTROL RADAR PREPARE
FOR HANDOFF, OVER.'

Aircraft: FORT WORTH CENTER, CESSNA NINER FOUR
BRAVO READY TO COPY, OVER.

Center: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO CHANGE BEACON
CODE TO ZERO POUR ZERO ZERO AND CONTACT
DALLAS-FORT WORTH APPROACH CONTROL ON
ONE TWb FIVE POINT EIGHT, OVER.

Aircraft: FORT WORTH CENTER, CESSNA NINER FOUR
BRAVO, ROGER, OUT.
We are now being monitored by Airport Surveillance Radar

which has a range of about .60 miles. This radar will be used to
guide us to the airport 'traffic pattern. Airport Surveillance Radar
also has the ability to .display. only those targets which move.
This feature elithinates displaying buildings around the airport
which could obscure ,t4e, aircraft targets: (See Fig. 48)

Superimposed directly on the radar presentation is a map which
shows the controller. our exact location with respect to the desired
course and, alldws him to follow our progress throughout each
phase of the:approach. ;

Visibility is near zero, and yre are entirely dePoident on ra-
dar to advise us of our proximity to other aircraft and to provide
a safe course to avoid collision. We are still safcr here than we
would be in the family automobile on the freeway. -

To complete the handoff from the Fort Worth ARTCC, we
now change our radar beacon code,' adjust our radio frequency,
and contact `Dallas -fort Worth ApProacif Control Radar.
Aircraft: DALLAS -FART, WORTH APPROACH, THIS IS CES-

SNA ONE FIVE NINER FOUR BRAVO; OVER.
..Approach: CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER FOUR BRAVO, DAL-

'LAS-FORT WORTH APPROACII; IDENT, OVER.
Aircraft. ROGER DAL:LAS-FORT WORTH APPROACH, ,CES-

SNA NINER FOUR BRAVO AT 4000 AND SQUAWKING
ZERO FOUR ZERO ZERO; OVER.

--20roach: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO FLY fIEAtING
NE EIGHT ZERO FOR VECTOR TO RUNWAY ONE

THREE LEFT TRAFFIC PATTERN, DESCEND AND MAIN-
, TAIN 2000, OVER.
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Figurt 48. Airp6rt Surveillance Radar Scope.

Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO OUT OF 4000 FOR
2000, .HEADING ONE EIGHT ZERO, OVER. '
Visibility improves as we descend to 2000 feet where cionds.

are ,scattered and broken. Now we can see quite clearly below
us, so it will not be necessary to make an instrument approach
to the runway. When we reach a point 5 to 10 miles from Love
Fie 41, Airport; RQdar Approach Control again contacts us to give
us fia report of our position in relation to the airport and instruc-
tions for contacting the control tower.
Approach: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO THE AIRPORT

IS TWELVE O'CLOCK NINER MILES, REPORT AIRPORT
IN SIGHT, OVER.

Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR' BRAVO, AIRPORT IN
SIGHT, REQUEST VFR LANDING, OVER. .

Approach: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, VFR LANDING
APPROVED, CONTACT LOVE TOWER ONE ONE EIGHT
POINT SEVEN, OVER.

Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, ROGER, OUT.
We. now change our radio frequency to 118.7 MHz and contact

the control tower.
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Aircraft: LOVE TOWER THIS IS CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER
BRAVO NINER MILES NORTH, LANDING, OVER.

Love Toswer: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO,, LOVE
TOWER, CLEARED TO LAND RUNWAY ONE THREE
LEFT, OVER.

Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, ROGER.
When the tower operator sees that we have landed, he gives t

us instructions on leaving the runway.
Love Tower: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO TURN RIGHT

NEXT TAXIWAY. . .CONTACT GROUND CONTROL
ONE TWO ,ONE POINT NINER WHEN CLEAR, OVER. ,

Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, ROGER. .
We 'lave cleared the runway in use (the active unway), so we

now change frequencies and contact Ground Control.
. Aircraft: LOVE GROUND, CESSNA ONE FIVE NINER

FOUR BRAVO OFF THE ACTIVE, OVER.
Love Ground: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, LOVE,

.GROUND, TAXI TO THE RAMP, OVER.
Aircraft: CESSNA NINER FOUR BRAVO, ROGER, OUT.
Our flight i now over and we make the final entries on our

flight log. Ou flight plan was automatically closed out because
we were flyin IFR although we made a visual landing. IT we
had landed o a VFR flight plan, we could have contacted the
Dallas Flight Service Station by radio to close the flight plan: -
However, all IFR flight plans are closed automatically when
landing at a airport with a control tower. (See Fig. 49)

ATC Facilities Used in Flight
-

Our` flight, from Oklahoma City to Dallas involved complex
navigational 'aids on our airplane and at ATC facilities on the
ground. Here is a review of the ATC functions.

. .After we filed our flight plan and got our weather briefing,
the information on the flight plan, was sent out over the Tele-
type circuits to the several air traffic controllers who would mon-
itor and guide .us. This information was `put in the form of Flight
Strips which/ were then displayed on a Flight Progress Board -
near each c ntroller. The information on these stripi anti' bOards
was used the controllers to guide our airplane. Radar infor-
mation, to , aided the controllers in "seeing" just where our
airplane w s at any given time along the route.

Our flig t went along smoothly, until we ran into, some bad,
weather. e called the Fort Worth ARTCC, and it picked us up
on its ra r. The remote communications site. enabled us to talk
directly ith the controllers in the Fort Worth. ARTCC.
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When our airplane got close enough to-NDallas, Love Field, the
ARTCC controller told our pilot that we were being "handed
off" to Dallas RAPCON. This simply meant that we were now
being monitored and directed J:)y radar at Love Field, rather than
the Fort Worth ARTCC. The ARTCC .controllers are concerned
with airplanes flying on the airways between major points, rathe'r
than with airplanes which pre' flying close to major .airports.

We were aisle to make a "straight in" landing. SuppOse, thqugh,
that Love Field had a great deal of air traffic. The RAPCON.
woald have advised us to enter a holding pattern. This would
enable the traffic around the airpprt to land or taie off and keep
us out of their way. When we were cleared to land, the,, approach
radar would follow us all. the way in. The controller would tell
us whether we were above, below, or oh the glide path. -

All of these .techniques help to' make today's flying extremely 4
safe. Tho electronic facilities are usually duplicated, at most ATc ,
facilities. in case one system fails, another system can be "activateti. '
The FAA checks the efficiency. and accuracy -of air traffic. control
operatiohi, proIdures, and facilities by flying its own aircraft,
into sand out of selected airports and along ,selected air ,xoutes.
'FAA air traffic control sseicialists are highly trained in such sub-
jects as weather, navigational aids,. F;AA regulations, flight assis-
tance, and radio communivtions. These specialists Serve" an ap-
prenticeship period to acquaint them with _the various tasks in-
volved in air 'traffic control before 'attending fortrtal training.
'the formal, training period is a minimum of two yeate long arid
may last up to three years. Before A iraduate is considered to be
fully trained, he must complete "on-the-job" training (OJT) where
he is observed and supervised by experienced personnel. In ad-
dition, advanced training in the latest techniques and equipment
insures that each air traffic control specialist keeps up with changes
in his field-

AIR TRAgFIC "CONTROL'

THE FUTURE e

What does the future hold for the air traffic controller? The
future of air traffic control 'naturally depends upon advances in
other areas. Air traffic control must follow developments in aero-
space technology:

The FAA is very much concerned about air traffic congestion.
A part of the solution lies in the 'acquisition tf more and better
airports and facilities to speed takeoffs and arrivals, but control
and efficient use of air si)ace is also a problem.

' 115I
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Air traffic control is concerned primarily with enroute control,
terminal control, and flight 'service stations. The FAA's National
Aviation System Plan provides for the expansion and impiovement
in all three of these areas.

Enroute air traffic control improvements constantly being
made and during the time span covered by t plan, it is ex-
pected that: .

1. Air-ground communications will be improved through satel-
lite communications application in the oceanic areas by a frequency
system reserved for aircraft use only, and the linking of communi-
cation to computers (data link).

2. Traffic handling capabilities will be improved through the use
of compUters that provide controllers with traffic separation infor-
mation and automatic flight directors.

3. 'Collision avoidance systems will be improved through the es-
tablishment of a network of updated ground station facilities.

Terminal control services are provided to facilitate control of
air traffic on and in the vicinity of an airport. In terminal areas
with high traffic density, it is impossible for every pilot to make
radio contact with tower personnel at the same time. FAA now
provides terminal information to pilots through the use of Auto-

. matic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) equipment without ac-
tually contacting. tower personnel. The use of electronic voice
switching systems and voice recorders cuts the amount of time each
aircraft <must be in voice contact with the terminal..

Air surveillance radai and improved beacon systems provide im-
mediate information on aircraft entering a terminal area. This capa
bility coupled' with new airport surfaceguidance equipment reduces
the time aircraft must remain in the area before landing. Other im-
provements include digital weather displays in current use and
automatic weather sensing and transmission equipment that is ex
pected to be perfected in the near future.

FSS services are necessary to insure that inflight aircraft reach
their destinations safely. Flight service stations of the future will
prdvide automatic enroute course corrections, weather informa-
tion, and pre-flight briefings.

Prom its beginnings inthe early 1920s, air traffic control has
developed significantly/ We know that in the future there will be
more airplanes in th air and more people flying in these planes.
Airports will be designed to accommodate these new airplanes,
and air traffic control will have to keep pace with all of these
changes.

11,
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WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

air trafffc control (ATC)
radio ranges
airways

. National Weather Service
Automatic Data Interchalige System
flight plan
Flight Service Stations (FSS)
preflight inspection
Teletype Net
Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC)
squawk.
Remote Center Air Ground (RCAG) site
IDENT
Air Route S'urveillance Radar
circular polarization
Radar 'Microwave Link

-Radar-Bright Display Equipment
Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System
hand-off
Radar Approach Control (RAPCON)
Airpbrt Surveillance Radar
Flight Strips
Flight Progress Board
.holding pattern .

Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS)

REVIEWQUESTiONS

,>

I. Trace the development of air traffic control. How has the Federal Gov-
ernment helped develop today's sophisticated air traffic control system?

2. Discuss' thrlunctions of flight service stations, air route traffic control
centers, and approach control: Hots does each of these air traffic control
functlonrhelp today's pilot?

3. How does radar help,the air traffic controller?

4. Whit devices will aid the air traffic controller of the future? How will
these devices aho aid the pilot?

THINGS TODO

I. You might arrange a visit to your local airport and get permission to
observe the air traffic controller, at work. If this is not possible, you
might investigate the possibility of inviting an air traffic controller to
speak to the class on the duties, responsibilities, and problems of his
job,

.
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2. From the relatively brief account given in the text, combined with in-
formation gathered from additional reading, work up a script for a
simulated ATC handling of takeoffs and landings at a busy airport.
Assign various roles to members .of the class and present the simulated
exercise to the class.

3. An excellent portrayal of the problems involved in running a modern large
airport can be found in the novel Airport by Arthur Halley. Mr. Halley
says of this book that "before beginning any new novel, I spend at least
a year investigating the background. It ydrked that way with Airport.

traveled from airport to airport, talking . . . with airport and airline
officials, pilots, stewardesses, maintenance men, air traffic controllers."
You might read this novel with a "factual background" and give a book
review of it to the class.

4. Get a copy of the Airman's Information Manual and find out what kinds
of information are available in ,it. .

.., I
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Boeing 247: 9
toeing 707: 48, 62
Boeing 727: 57, 62
Boeing 737: 62
Boeing 747: 50, 51, 57, 62, 86
Boeing $ST: 51-54, 'd',/
C-5: 50, 57
Cessna C-172: 97
Come 1: 47
Concorde: 51
Convair 440: 60
OH-4: 66
DC-2: 9-10
DC-3: 9-10
DC-10: 48-50, 57
DC-10 Twin: 411-50
early development: 2
freight transports: 48, 56-59
future: 62-64
identification': 108,
Jet age impact on: 47-54
loading: 81-82
STOL (short tpke-off and landing): 63
Supersonic aircraft: 51-53
TU-444: 51, 62
WSW!. (vertical/short takeoff and

landing): 62-64
Aircraft beacon host:poi:der: 110
Aircraft movements: 68
Mr force and civil aviation: 21-23
Mr freight: 56-59
Airlift International: 3$
Airlift operations: 12
Air Line Pilots Association (ALFA): 61
Airlines:

American Airlines: 9, 38, 4$
beginnings: 4, 9, 12-13
lig Four: 9

Braniff Airlines: 56,

capital expenditures: 46, 48-51
commuten 31, 55-56
.Delta Airlines: 56
Eastern Airlines: 9, 38, 56
Feeder Airlines: 56
Flying Tiger Airlines: 3$
growth: 41-45
investment in future aircraft: 48-31
nonscheduled airlines: 3$
Pan American Airways: 48
schidblesl (tidiness dtt, 40
St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line: 4
Transworld Airlines (TWA): 9, 38, 4$
Trunk airlines: 32
Unified Airlines: 9, 32, 38

- Western Airlines: 36
Air Mail Act of 1934: 11
Airmail Service: 6, 7
Airman's Information Manual (AIM): 99
Air piroty: 60-62

.See also: Skyjacking
Airport lighting: 73-76
Airports:

basic facilities: 72-32
categories: 69
construction: 68, 0
Dannelly Field: 74 .
Dulles International: 7$, 83, $4
Government aid: 66-61, 88-89
lighting: 73-76
location: 70-71
Love Field: 95, 112-113
nob. control: 83-15
terminals: 78-$3, 85-87

Airport Surveillance Radar: 111
Airpower and civil aviation: 2, 12-16,

19-23
Air Rime and recovery Service (ARKS):

33
Air ROSH* Surveillance Radar: 109
Air Route Traffic Control (ARTCC): 106 -

,112
Mr Safety. Ward: 11
Mr Taxi Service: 29,, 31-32
Air Traffic Control (ATC): 92-111
Air Traffic Control Terms: 95
Air Transport Association of America

(ATA): 61
Air Transport Command (ATC): 13
Airways: 93
Albany, 3
American Airlines: 9, 38, 48
Ardmore, Oklahoma Flight Se;vice Sta

tion: 105-108
Army Air Forces: 12
Army Aviation Act of 1914: 3
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Automchic Data Interchange Systems 96
Automatic Termincll Information Service

(AM): 116
Average load factors: 45
Aviation Section, Signal Corps: 3 .

Baggage handling: 79, 80, 81, 83
Itarnitormerst 6
Beacon lights: 6
Beacon project: 20-21
Bearing selector: 101
Benoist flying boat: 4
Big Four 'airlines: 9
BlackMcKellar, Bill *431934:N.11r
Bleriot, Louis: 2 .
Boeing aircraft: 9, 48, 50 51, sy, 62, 86'

Set alai Aircraft'
Boeing Aircraft Company: 8, 48

See also Aircraft
Braniff Airlines: 56
Bureau of Air Commerce: 93, 94
Business Aviation: 29

C

C argo terminals: 85-87
Cheyenne, Wyoming: 7
Chicago, Illinois: 6, 7
Circular Polarization: Set .Radar
Civil AerontestiCsoAd of'1938: 22, 84
Civil Aeronautic'Atiministration (CAA):

11, 94
Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA): 11, 14,

15
Civil Aeronautics Board (411): 11, 14;

15, 16, 38-40; 47, 55, 57, 59
Civil Mr Patrol.(CAP): 12, 32-34
Civil air routes: 8
Civil aviation: 1-23
-Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF): 21-23
Columbia Line. 7, 8 .
Commercial airlines: 37-64
Commuter airlines: 31, 55-56
Control tower: 76-78, 113 '
Crowding of airways: 15-16
Curtiss Aircraft Company: t8
Curtiss, Glenn: 3

D

Dallas, Texas: 95, 110, 113
Defoliation by aircraft: 27

' "Delta Airlines: 56
Department of Agriculture: 27, 78
Department of Commerce: 11, 22
Department of Defense (DoD): 21, 22, 39

E

Eastern Airlines: 9, 31f, 56
Excursion rates: 466

C

4

F

Farman, Henri: 2'"
Federal AirparpAct of 1956: 66
Federal Air Regulations (FARs) :. 30
Federal Aviation Act of 1958: 11, 61
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA): 67,
' 69, 77, 88, 89, 92, 95, 105;115, 116

See also: Federal Aviation Agency
(FAA)

Federal Aviation Agericy (FAA): 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 29, 40,, 41
See also: Federal 4Aviation Adminis./

' tration (FAA)
Feeder airlines: 55
ist-Aefo Squcaron: 3
Flight Log: 3 l 3-114
Flight Plan: 96, -97,113
Flight Progress Board: 113
Plight Service Station (FSS):,,,97, 113 .
Flight Strips: 113
Flying Farmers: 27
Flying Tiger Airline: 38
Foutiols, Lt Benjamin S.t 3
Ft. Sam Houston, Texas: 3
Fort Worth Air Traffic Control Center:

106-113

=
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G

General aviation: 1, 25-35
Geological prospecting: 1

GoTeam: 18

H

Handoff: 111
Hearst, Willlarh Randolph, Hearst $10,000

prize.: 3
Heliport& 62
High load factors: 45
!folding patterm'' 115
Humphries, Lt Frederic .E.: 3

, I .

INDENT (radar beacon equipment): 108,
111

Instructional' flying: 29-30
Instrument flight rules (iFR), 19, 20, 21,

104, 113
Instrument Lisnding System (ILS): 95
Intern:Vico:tat Civil Aviation Organization

(ICAO): '23, 39, 61
International phoenetic alphabet and

code: 100
Interstate Commerce Commission: 10

Kansa; City, Missouri: 17
Kelly Air Mail AN of )925:

Cif41



, v
Kennediy, President, John F.: 20
Kitty Hawk, North Coql:1o: 63

At
1.

tahn; Lt Fronk- P.: 3
Liberty engine: 5

** LindbirgW, Charler,A.s. 8
Long IstancNtY.: 3

. .

McDonnell, Douglai: 411-50:' 62
McNaryWatres Act of 1980: ,
MegaHirtz): 99, 104
'Mlxicarliorder; 3,
eihfaly. Airlift Command (MAC): 23
Montreal, paniiiia: 23. ,

4

I,.National' Advitory Committee for Aenft-
nauttes:

National ,Airlines: 60 -
. National Airport...Sy:ten; 66 e-

National Ayfationlyttim-Plan: 67, 70, It
National' Transpatation Safety Board: 17.

18, 19- -
National. Weather Service:. 9B .

Se; also: Weather Itureau
Naval Air Transport Service (NAYS): 13
Nair, US: 12 V

'New York City, i4.1 3, 6
Nonscheduled airlines: 38

1

0 ,

'Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: 95, .93, -1b9,' 113
ChutheJob Training (OJT):

'Pan American Airways: 48
Poncho Villa: 3
Pasadena, California: 3
Passenger., mile: 15
Pearl' Harbor: 12
Pennsylvania lbsOrbod: 8

,Phonetic alphabet
See: ,Intemational phonetic 'alphabet
and code

PilliardsSee: Air piracy .

Pilot Weather Reports PIREPS): 103
Poit Office Deportment: 6, 7, 16, 92, 93

Ste ofso: US Postal.Servim,
Precision Approach Radar (PAR): 95
Preventive maintenance: 41
Private Pilot's Certificate: 29

'Project hewn: 2041/
Promotional fares: 45-46

.11

Radar: 109-113 -
approach control: 111"

, beacon :Wens: 109
, blight display: 109

circular po rization: 104
'video ma ri 110

Radio corn tons: 98; 100; 101, 102,
105-1 , 11r-413

Rada, Microwave link: 109
Radio'range: 93 -
Reconstruction Finance Corporation: 14
Recrealional Flying: 30-31
Remote Transmitter and/or Recilver, Site

(UR): 93,407-109
Revenue an Witt. 15
illidgers, Galbraith-Perry: 3, '66
'Roosevelt, eresident Franklin D.: 9
Rotating beacon: 73
Routes, airline: S P.56.
RunWays:,64, 72-73

0

S
Sap Francisco, .Califoinfar 6
VantosDument:
Scheduled Airlinlest 38:40
Secretary of Defense: 22
Selfridge, .tt .Jhomas: 2, 3
Semiautomatic ground environment

(SAGE): 21
Signal Corps, US 4msy: 2,4
Sky jacking -It

Nil: Air piracy.
Skylounge: 83, 84
,Sky marshals: 61
Sonic boom: 115
Soutbaost Asia: 23
Siwift Union: 51
Space-avail/4We 'air farts: 46 "

Squas4, radar identification: 107, 109
St. PetersburaTampa Airboat tine: 4
Subsidy, airline: 8

Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)) 104
'Transcontinental Air Transport (TAT): 8
*Transworld Airlines (TWA): 9, 38, 48
Trunk airlines: 32

U

Ultra High Frequency (UHF): 95, 99, 108
United Airlines: 9, 32, 38
US Postal Service: SI, 39

See "visa: Post Office Department
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. V

Very High Frequency (VHF): 95, 99, 100
lictoir airway: 1Q2, 107
Videbilapper radar: 110
VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR): 99-

106
Vietnam War: 23
Visual flight ruin (VFIt): 20, 103, 113

AV4c1GAFS, ALA Num 15M

Government Printing Office, 1973-744-590

Wall Streets
Weather llurtour 65, 71

See also: National Weather Servicst
Western Airlines:- 56
Wright Aircraft Compan)e
Wright brothers: 2, 3, 65, 66
Wright, Orville: 2;
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